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Grand jury refuses to indict 6 MSU students
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Sexual assault charges against
six Murray State University students were dismissed after a
grand jury did not indict the men.
An 18-year-old freshman
alleged that on March 7 she was
forced to perform oral sex on five
of the men and that she was
threatened by another.
—They (the grand jury) felt it
was consensual," said Laura
Dycus, a detective for Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward.
The unanimous- vote not to
indict the men, which is called a
no bill, came after two days of
testimony. Dycus said the victim

Students still face campus sanctions
the right thing.
"It was a decision about people's lives," she said. "We really
didn't halite enough evidence to
really think about sending these
boys LO the penitentiary and ruin
their lives."
The foreman said the grand
fury, after hearing all the testimony, felt the incident was
voluntary.
"We thought long and hard
about it," she said.
When asked about the alleged

and a friend testified last Friday.
The two women testified about
the event last month during a preliminary hearing that sent the
case on to the grand jury. The
victim said then she was invited
to a male friend's room in Hart
Hall. While there, she said one
man threatened to harm her if she
did not perform oral sex on his
friends.
The grand jury foreman said
the decision not to indict was difficult, but she feels the group did

CIA man, wife

1

guilty of spying
•

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
Aldrich H. Ames, the highest
ranking CIA employee ever
caught spying, pleaded guilty
today to espionage and ax evasion conspiracy charges and was
sentenced to life in prison.
Ames' wife, Rosario. pleaded
guilty to related — but lesser —
espionage conspiracy charges.
She also pleaded guilty to conspiracy to evade taxes, but her sentencing was delayed until Aug.
28.
Prosecutors said Ames, a
31-year CIA veteran who once
was a senior counterintelligence
officer, passed large numbers of
U.S. national security secrets to

more.

The Vietnam War — which
divided America more than any
other issue during Nixon's presidency — and Watergate, the
scandal that drove him from
office, got only oblique notice at
the funeral Wednesday.
"Richard Nixon would be so
proud that President Clinton and
all living former presidents of the

ray State University that everyone involved be dealt with in
accordance to university policy.
"We recommend that Murray
State take the appropriate disciplinary action against all parties
including the complaining witness," the statement said.
The foreman said the grand
jury felt more comfortable not
indicting the men when they
learned the university still has the
authority to discipline the
students.

II See Page 2
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the Soviet Union and liter Russia
in exchange for more than $2
million.
"I have ,.betrayed a serious
trust," Ames, 52, told the packed
courtroom.
While Mrs. Ames, 41, did not
admit to passing any secrets, prosecutors disclosed a letter Ames
wrote to his Soviet handlers stating: "My wife has accommodated herself to understanding
what I am doing in a very supportive way."
The Amcses signed' an agreement 'with the government in
advance of today's hearing under
II See Page 2

Country says
farewell to Nixon
YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP)
— Eulogized for his vision and
resilience, Richard Nixon was
laid to final rest at his boyhood
.home. And for the first time in a
half-century, America doesn't
have Nixon to kick around any

rape, the foreman said there was
simply "not enough evidence to
say she was raped."
One man allegedly forced the
victim to perform oral sex and
then raped her. Both people
underwent rape tests.
She said the decision on
whether to indict boiled down to
whether the victim was forced.
However, the grand jury
wanted some type of disciplinary
action against all parties. It
issued a recommendation to Mur-

"I feel good since I know Murray State is going to deal ssith
them," the foreman said.
Mike Young, assistant to associate vice president Don Robertson, said the university will stand
by its previous disciplinary
actions.
The university suspended Allen
Janson, Stu Broady and Antonio
Stephens March 10. Tht• itien
were barred from campus and all
classes.
In addition, John Pitts, Chi.inti
Woodlee and Norman NI:1.°n
were banned from the residence
halls, but were allowed limited

Although the boat launching area at Irvin Cobb Resort remained in use during high water, the ramps and signs were submerged.

United States arc here, symbolizing that his long and sometimes
bitter journey had concluded in
reconciliation," said Henry Kissinger, Nixon's secretary of state.
It was not, perhaps, reconciliation but the emphasis was on
Nixon's achievements during a
remarkable and always rocky
career, and his refusal to quit in
the face of overwhelming odds.
In emotional terms, the speakers
urged that the 37th president be
judged not by scandal alone, but
on his entire life.
"It's hard to imagine a world
See Page 2

Blandford goes
to appeals court
money," Holbrook told the 6th
CINCINNATI (AP) — A
lawyer for a former Kentucky U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
Federal authorities said BlandHouse leader serving a prison
term for corruption asked a feder- ford, 56, acknowledged to lobbyist Bill McBee that tie was
al appeals court today to throw
accepting the money in exchange
out the convictions.
The government failed to prove for help on horse racing
that former House Speaker Don legislation.
Steve Pence, an assistant U.S.
Blandford. of Philpot, Ky., had
representing the governattorney
in
wrong
agreed to do anything
ment, told the appeals court that
exchange for the three $500 payments he accepted from a horse- the prosecution presented eviracing lobbyist, defense lawyer dence to support Blandford's
convictions for extortion and
Allen- Holbrook said.
'lie had no prior agreement, racketeering.
and made no agreement to do
anything in exchange for the • See Page 2

MEETINGS

Area resorts endure high water
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Slowly but surely Kentucky Lake waters are creeping back down
to normal, and resort owners are glad.
"It hasn't helped business," said Camilla Boehmer. She and her
husband, Linus, own and °mite Missing Hills Resort and
Campground.
The high waters were a result of the flooding in early April. In
order to get the levels back under control, Kentucky and Barkley
dams have decreased their discharges to 46,000 and 50,0(10 cubic
feet of water per second.
Bochmer said at the water's highest lever:the road to the marina
was completely under water. She said in order to get fishermen to
their boats, a pontoon was used as a make-shift ferry.,
"We lost some business, but that's just part of it," Bochmer said.
"I guess it's just an act of God."
Cliff Robertson, who owns and operates Irvin Cobb Resort on
Blood River, said the high water actually helped his business
because other boat docks were forced to close.
Irvin Cobb's loading area survived the high water, but its ramp
to the dock did not.
Robertson used an old pontoon and smaller boards to connect
land and the docks.
Louie Williams, operator of Cypress Springs Resort, said high
waters slowed some people down, but things are getting back to
normal.
The unusually high water was not a welcome sight for fisherman
or marina owners.
Williams described the fishing like "putting 12 minnows in a
gallon bucket then taking those 12 minnows and putting them in a
bathtub."
The increased acreage of water gave fish much more roo6i to
move, he said.
Boehmer said Two men parked their boat near the beach area at
Missing Hills when the water was high, but found their craft sitting
on a bed of sand as water began to recede.
"It took four men to get that boat out," she said.
The lake level, which was listed at 363.9 feet Thursday morning,
is dropping nearly a foot a day.

STACEY CROOKtedge, & T,MOS photos

The ramp at Missing Hills Resort and Campground is still under
water, which makes getting to boats more difficult.

II See Page 2
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II Diane Blair, professor of political
science at the University of Arkansas,
will present a lecture, 'Inside the Clinton
Campaign,' Thursday at 730 p m in
Wrather Museum
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p m in the council
chambers at City hail

• Although MSU wide receiver Norman
Mason has been reinstated following a
dismissal of sexual assault charges
head coach Houston Nutt is not sure
when Mason will take the field That
depends on the NCAA

Page 2B

IM Calloway County school board
meet in special session at 8 p m Friday
at the board office Originally, the meeting was set for 6 30 p m
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director of Rape Victims Services, said it is not unusual for
sexual assault cases to be dismissed, "because the general
public is not educated to the patterns of a victimization."
"Many tines if a person is not
assertive, people take that as con-

Hedges said no itCtioll is pending against the
There were several unusual
occerences during the grand jury
proceedings. Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward said the
grand jury beard testimony front
the victim twice, which "hardly
ever happens."
In addition, one defendant
requested to testify. Altough all
defendants have the right to
address the grand jury, Ward said
it is not common.
Johnson, 20, of Conway, S.C.,
testified Wednesday. He was
charged with two counts of
sodomy. That testimony is not
public record.
Sue Miller, volunteer coordina-.
tor for Rape Victims Services,
said it is "very unusual" for a
defendant to testify during grand
jury proceedings.
"Personally, I've never seen
it," she said.
Dycus said the no bill was a
surprise to several people.•
"I hated it," said Ward. "I felt
terribly sorry for that girl."
He added that the case looks
bad on the surface, but evidence
was not strong enough to support
allegations that the victim was
forced to do anything.
"That's the way the evidence
came out," he said.
Sherry Bone, clinical executive

FROM PAGE 1
access to the library and
classrooms.
"The action still stands."
Young said. "It was not bued on
what happens in the court, and
we view this as a separate
proceeding."
The men Can appeal the university's decision. Joe Hedges, manager of MSU's news bureau, said
no appeals had been filed Thursday morning.
Young said while the courts
cc:guider "reasonable doubt," the
uitversity considers the "prepondicance of evidence."
-'That's what we made our
dieision on and we'll stand by
it." he said.

Shall

sent," Bone said.
She said the dismissal hurts
reporting of offenses because it
sends a message that "it does no
good to report, which is a terrible
thing."
The following charges were
dismissed:
•Broady, 20, Paducah — one
count of first-degree sodomy and
one count of first-degree rape.
*Stephens, 20, Louisville —
kidnapping, conspiracy to commit
sodomy and conspiracy to commit rape.
•Pitts, 18, Louisville — one
count of first-degree sodomy.
•woodlee, 18, Louisville —
one count of first-degree sodomy.
*Mason, 19, Paducah — one
count of first-degree sodomy.
Mason, who plays wide receiver for MSU's Racers, will be
reinstated to the team, according
to head coach Houston Nutt.
Whether he plays in 1994 will
he left up the NCAA.
Sec related story, page 2B.
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53 years — died 10 months ago.
Nixon died Fnday after a stroke.

whether there are other moles
still operating at the CIA.
"The results of his debriefing
will be very influential," in her
sentencing. Cummings said.
CIA Director R. James Woolsey, in remarks this morning to
reporters, said a guilty plea by
the Ameses would enable the
agency to accelerate its efforts to
assess how much damage the
nearly decade of spying did to
U.S. national security.
Woolsey said the CIA's damage assessment up to now had
been restricted by the Justice
Department out of concern that
the prosecution not he
endangered.
The scene at the courthouse
was chaotic as a host of federal
employees and law enforcement
officials vied with throngs of
reporters for access to the small
courtroom, which has only about
50 scats.
Reporters for The Associated
Press and several other news
organizations were denied admittance to the proceeding.
Ames said he accepted an offer
of S2 million from Soviet and
then Russian intelligence agencies because he felt the espionage
business had become "a selfserving sham."

•Blandford...
FROM PAGE 1
"These were payments in cash
to Mr. Blandford for his own personal use," Pence said.
Appeals Judges Ralph Guy Jr.,
David Nelson and Gordon Quist
took the case under review and
did not say when they will rule.
Blandford had served 25 years
in the Kentucky General Assembly — including almost seven
years as speaker — when he resigned last year following his convictions. He was also found guilty of-laundering campaign money
through aides for his use, and
lying to the FBI.

He is serving a 64-month sentence at the federal prison in
Ashland, Ky. U.S. District Judge
Joseph Hood also fined Blandford 510,0(X) and ordered him to
pay more than S108,000 for the
cost of his imprisonment.
McBee, a Blandford friend
who had served with him in the
House, was sentenced Tuesday to
15 months in prison and fined
S30,000 for corruption ,convictions in the federal investigation.
McBee was convicted of conspiracy to commit extortion and
interstate travel in aid of
racketeering.

•Resorts...
FROM PAGE 1
While Cypress was not handicapped by the high water, Williams
said 10 days of high water is enough. He expects levels to be hack
to normal in three to four days.
Robertson said fishing reports earlier this week have been good
even with a drop in lake levels.
"We saw more (fish) today than we have all week," he said Wednesday afternoon.
"We've all had quite a time, but we've made the best of it, and
of course, that's all you can do," Boehmer said with a laugh.
For more information about the current river and lake levels, call
the Tennessee Valley Authority at 1-800-238-2264.
A recorded message will provide lake stages, predictions, unregulated stream data and water release from the dams.
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Thc fought back tears as the)
were presented with two tightly
folded Amencan flags.
For them, it was the second
such sad journey in a year; their
mother, Pat — Nixon's wife of
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In the front row of 4,000 seats
set up in the parking lot of the
Nixon Library and Birthplace, sat
daughters Tricia with her husband, Ed Cox, and their son; and
Julie, with her husband David
Eisenhower, their son and two
daughters.

•CIA...

BY MAIL

Flower & Vegetable Seeds

Communist and told reporters at
his angry 1962 "final press conference," after his California
gubernatorial defeat: "You won't
have Nixon to kick around any
more."
"Oh yes, he knew great controversy amid defeat as well as
victory," said President Clinton,
who as a young man protested
Nixon's war policies.
"He made mistakes and they,
like his accomplishments, are
part of his life and record," Clinton said. "But the enduring lesson of Richard Nixon is that he
never gave up being part of the
action and passion of his times."

without Richard Nixon," said
California Gov. Pete Wilson, one
of the eulogists.
Nixon was "the most durable
public figure of our time," said
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, "not because he won every
battle, but because he always
embodied the deepest feelings of
the people he led."
"A great man has fallen," said
the Rev. Billy Graham.
And that captured the feeling
of the loyalists who had come to
say farewell. The audience was
studded with faces recognizable a
scoreof years later, players in the
political career that began in
Congress after World War II and
ended Aug. 9, 1974, when Nixon
resigned from the highest office
FROM PAGE 1
in the land.
Even some of the 'Watergate which both consented to guilty
figures who served time in prison pleas in lieu of a trial. To obtain
the pleas, prosecutors zeroed in
were there: G. Gordon Liddy and
Charles Colson. So were Nixon's on the couple's concern for the
vice president, Spiro Agnew, who welfare of their 5-year-old son,
resigned in a separate scandal, Paul, who is living in Colombia
and Alexander Butterfield, who with his mother's family.
Mrs. Ames, weeping during the
revealed the White House secret
proceedings, entered her plea
taping system to investigators.
The assemblage formed a gray- first.
Her husband then stood and
ing portrait of an era that
read
an eight-page statement criwitnessed twin blows at trust in
the government: first Vietnam, ticizing the government treatment
of his wife.
then Watergate.
He said the government used
This for a man who built his
career as a fervent anti - her statements "to imply falsely
that she supported my espionage
activity."
Ames and his wife arrived at a
federal courthouse here at daybreak today. They were driven to
rear entrance and escorted into
a
1001 INhitnell Dr
the building by federal marshals.
Murray, KY 42071
He wore a plain jail uniform and
DEPARTMENT HEADS
she was dressed in a green jail
outfit. Both wore shirts - with
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
"prisoner" stamped on the back.
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
A cross dangled from a necklace
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
Aclverbsing Mgr. Mary Ann Orr
around Mrs. Ames' neck.
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodges
Mrs. Ames' attorney, William
Classifieds Mgr.
Karen Covert
Cummings, said that he believed
his client's sentencing would
READER INFORMATION
depend in part on her husband's
To reach all departments of the
cooperation with authorities, who
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
are seeking to learn what U.S.
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II Nixon...

Steven L. Trevathan M.D.
will be relocating
his practice to

Trevathan
Urology Clinic
307 S. 8th St.
Murray, KY
(Next to Murray Woman's Clinic)
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Mandela urges election officials to consider extra voting day
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JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Nelson Maadeb
urged election officials today to
consider an extra day of voting
after staucnng logistical problems led to mile-long lines and
charges of irregularities.
Mandela, the African National
Congress leader expected to be
South Africa's first black president, said an an interview that it
was clear to him there had been
"massive sabotage."
Mandela did not give examples
of the sabotage, but ANC spokesman Carl Niehaus said he was
referring to ballots that did not
reach polling stations and other

situations that made it impossible
for South Africans to vote
Mandela urged that the election be extended one day. through
Friday. The three-day ekction
was scheduled to end today.
The army worked through the
night printing millions of extra
ballots, and air force planes
rushed them to polling stations.
Photographers were dispatched
around the country to help issue
temporary identity cards for voters. Helicopters circled rural
areas announcing where polling
stations were open.
The problems began Tuesday
when polls opened, many several

hours late.
Some stations were keeping
people from voting after running
out of the ins isible ink applied to
voters' hands to prevent multiple
votes. Other Sites lacked electricity or the lamps under which people placed their ink -stained hands
to be read.
Delays were the worst in the
Zulu stronghold of Natal. On
Wednesday, Zulu nationalist
leader Mangosuthu Buthelczi
threatened to withdraw his lnkatha Freedom Party from the
election.
Representatives of the Independent Electoral Commission

met overnight with Buthelezi and
said a decision would be
announced later today on extending voting through Friday in
Natal.
The meeting seemed to
appease Buthelezi, who agreed
only last week to participate after
protracted negotiations. "The crisis has receded." he said.
He visited polling stations
today and criticized "ineptitude"
by organizers but said he had
"no intention of pulling out" of
the election.
The IEC blamed Buthelezi's
last-minute entry did not leave
enough time to prepare polls and

distribute ballots across the vast.
mountainous region
At one Natal voting site. election workers were having to conduct on-the-spot voter education
because it had been ignored during Inkatha•s boycott. There was
a huge backlog while lerenam
Naidoo and other polling officials
were showing first- time voters
how to mark -X- on ballot..
But there were few explanations for problems faced by vot-

DNA evidence used:

Convicted serial killer dies in electric chair
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JARRATT, Va.(AP) — A serial killer, the first person convicted of murder on the basis of
genetic evidence, was put to
death in the electric chair.
Timothy W. Spencer, known as
the "Southside Strangler," was
electrocuted Wednesday night at
the Grecnsville Correctional Center for the first in a series of
rapes and murders.
Spencer had consistently maintained his innocence.
Asked if he had any last words.
Spencer said, "Yeah, I think,"

Judge returns children
to handicapped parents
LEITCHFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A
Grayson County judge returned
three children to their mentally
handicapped parents and ruled
that the community would help
raise them.
District ,Judge R. Randolph
Bchnken overruled the state on
Wednesday and granted temporary joint custody to David and
Wanda Terry and to Jean Pence,
a local nurse practitioner who
-oversees the couple's finances.
The Terrys, who didn't finish
high school, ,have low IQs and
learning disabilities.
Pence, who has been working
with the Terrys since August,
said the court will evaluate the
couple every two weeks and
decide about permanent custody
in 90 days.
Pence will coordinate volunteers to visit the couple to ensure
that someone is there each time
the babies arc fed. At Wednesday's hearing, Pence said 14 relatives, community members and
neighbors from the Terry's' apartment complex had volunteered to
help.
"I'm thrilled to death that the
court did see that this family
needed to be re-established,"
Pence said. "... They should have
the right to show that they can or
can't raise the children."
Cabinet officials said they
won't appeal the decision, which
Social Service Commissioner
Peggy Wallace called "reason-able." She said social 'workers
will monitor the couple weekly
and routinely meet with volunteers. "It's a bit of an unusual
plan because you are going to
have the whole community working with this family, to help them
out."
The ruling was the culmination
of a monthlong battle between
the Terrys and the state Cabinet
for Human Resources,- which
removed the couple's 22-monthold son in March and their twins
three days after their birth earlier
this month.
"We just thank God that we
got them back," David Terry
said. "I didn't know how to
react. I'm just tickled to death
right now."
The Terrys were married four
years ago after they met at a
workshop for handicapped adults.

then said nothing.
He was pronounced dead at
11:11 p.m.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Wednesday denied a
request by Spencer's lawyers for
3 stay so new DNA tests could be
run. Fifteen minutes before the
execution, the U.S. Supreme
Court also refused to issue a stay.
Justice Harry Blackmun cast the

lone dissenting vote.
Spencer's lawyers did not seek
clemency from Gov. George
Allen.
Spencer was condemned for
the murder of Debbie Dudley
Davis, the first of three people in
south Richmond murdered in a
series of break-ins during three
months in 1987. Davis, another
women and a 15-year-old girl

were bound with clothing and
household items, then raped and
strangled or hanged.
Spencer was caught 100 miles
away in Arlington, just outside
Washington. D.C., after the murder there of a fourth woman.
At the time, genetic testing had
been tried in a few criminal and
paternity cases, but never in a
murder

cis in urban areas such as Johannesburg and Cape Town. where
the IL(' tud months to prepare.
I-lection officials admitted
there might simply be more
South African voters than they
had estimated.
Judge Johann Kriegler. the
head of the IEC, ordered the
printing of 9.3 1111111011 additional
ballots. In addition, he said police
would investigate the IEC's distribution system to ensure materials hadn't been stolen.
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Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture

111111E
G

PAYMENT
INTEREST
* kit
DOWN
PAYMENT

Not One Penny in Payments
Not One Penny in Interest
Not One Penny Down

Til MAY

1995

OUR GREATEST SALES EVENT....JUST GOTa BIGGER
FLEMING FURNITURE'S MAY SALES GOAL:1

MILLION DOLLARS

• Extra Special Factory Pricing & Incentives • Save up to 50% off STOREWIDE

THE BIG 12
•Free Gifts for the First 20
Get a Super Discount
Shoppers Daily
Price plus... PAY
•NO Monthly Payment
*Free Weekly Door Prizes
Not One Penny
for 12 months
•Free Balloons &
for 1 full year...
•NO Interest Payment
Refreshments
long months Absolutely no hidden
12
for
for the kids
charges
•NO Down Payment
•BIG Discounts on
Save 50%
Furniture, Bedding
Til
up to
TV's & Appliances
'With minimum purchase of S499 & your good credit Offer cannot
HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY! apply to previous purchases 10% Down on Special Orders

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
Insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs, _
contact:

MAY 1995

q31 sign
Assistance
Avaitabte
Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
733-5234

Not all Merchandise at all locations
'Comparable prices for similar merchandise
These reference prices are provided
to the range of selling prices in the markets
across th".• country & they may change
reference price is not our present or future
selling price

as a guide
The

•
•

_

VISA
or—amei
siqiiT UNTIL 8
Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming FurniLure * Benton

4pt Woodmen
of the World
Lite insurance Society
'Some

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
105 \ Main * Bent•on Ky
451 6 161 h 61 reel. * Paducah. K y
52'3481 * 1-800-59'4-6224
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224
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OPEN DAILY 9 to5 * FRIDAY
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MSU's best interest all that matters
There are some people in Murray (from Sid Easky to Pete Waldrop) who are ready to get off the
careening roller coaster we have
all called a presidential search.
The focus of media scrutiny
and public attention (let's not
forget gossip), Murray State has
had a tough year on the public
relations front.
The university and the community have been the focus of
editorials by the biggest newspapers in the state. Editorials that
have spewed such phrases as:
MSU is a "bad rural school system," "yokelocracy," "Embrassment U" and "academic Rotary
Club."
The Courier-Journal took off
the gloves Tuesday with an editorial titled "Murray's pitiable
spectacle."
OUCH!
Everyone has taken it on the
chin — both publicly and
privately.
Heard of any of these comments around town?
"The faculty arc just a bunch
of prima donnas with tenure that
should keep their noses pressed
to their blackboards and let the

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision. the people perish'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

EDITORIAL

Support, interest
are hardly causes
for any apologies
Murray State University will soon have its ninth
president.
Dr. Kern Alexander was selected last week after
a stormy two-month process.
He has been on the educational as well as editorial firing line since his name was first released as a
candidate two weeks ago.
The faculty has been the most publicly opposed
to Alexander's presidency but Tuesday the Faculty
Senate unanimously adopted a resolution expressing
willingness to support him That resolution grew
from a three-hour private meeting between Alexander and the senate executive committee.
Hopefully that meeting set the tone for a continuing dialogue between the president-elect and the
faculty.
Several people who know Dr. Alexander describe
him as a doer.
Well, Dr. Alexander, roll up your sleeves because
there is much to be done at MSU.
It's time that we all join together and help put the
focus at MSU back on the path of excellence that
has been its mainstay through the years.
Because MSU is a public institution with deep
roots in this region, there is a tremendous sense of
ownership on the part of Western Kentuckians toward the university — as there should be.
Therefore, we are all concerned with the welfare
of MSU and in seeing that it becomes the best it
can be.
Since the school was founded in the early 1920s,
it has had the continuing support and interest of
people in both the local and area communities.
Despite the problem that loyalty seems to cause
some big-city editorial writer, we hope it never
changes.
And we certainly don't apologize for it.

FROM OUR READERS

Former Kentuckian supports Lackey

•

•
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Dear Editor:
When 1 vote for a Congressman, I want to know that he has integrity, honesty, knowledge of my district and the ability to bring about
improvement in my district without costing me an arm and a leg. 1
want to be sure my Congressman is more concerned about my state
and my country than about which side or party label he wears. I want
a man with experience.
I believe Henry Lackey holds these attributes as an integral pan of
his life. I have known Henry most of his life. He inherited his honesty
and integrity from his parents, Hecht and Rebecca. His uncles, Pierce.
Prewitt and Ernest, helped mold his love for Western Kentucky. He
learned a lifetime of political know-how and how to get things done in
a hurry growing up in a radio station and in the state legislature.
As a native Kentuckian, 1 spent many years in Henderson and Western Kentucky. My father came from Todd County and my mother
from Christian Coun .,'
I believe the good 'Pe'ople in the First Congressional District want
and deserve the best. If I still lived in my beloved Kentucky, I'd surely vote for Henry Lackcy, and I hope you and your readers will support him also.
William F. "Rusty" Russell
3710 18th Avenue West, Bradenton, FL 34205

*
•e"

Ledger & fines managing editor
people who know what they are
doing run the university."
"The regents are just a bunch
of prima donnas with money and
connections who snub the idea of
shared governance and want to
micro-manage the day-to-day
operations of the university."
•"MSU is run by a group of
good old boys who want to keep
the university in their back pockets for their own purposes."
•"Who are these regents
anyway?"
"What mess are you talking
about?"
"Who does Nanccy France
think she is? The faculty are just
a bunch of cry babies that are
never satisfied."
"Our regents can't even keep
secret meetings secret."
"What's all the fuss?"
"Murray is just provincial —

yeah, that's it!"
Yeah, nght. Give me a break.
Murray isn't any more or less
provincial than any other community. Why shucks, even Louisville has been known to have its
moments of provincialism.
After all the hoopla, it's hard
to know whether to embrace
MSU's new president or run for
the hills.
Most of us know him only as
words on. a piece of paper.
I don't remember his father nor
his time at Western Kentucky
University. I haven't talked with
anyone at Western who did know
him. although I've heard plenty
of feedback from both sides.
Change always fills me with
apprehension. Wanting so much
for a new direction for MSU, it
seems time to embrace the new
president.

Danger in waiving inalienable rights

Recycling effort needs re-emphasis
Dear Editor:
As the month of Earth Day comes to a close, it seems fitting to
recognize the importance of this event not only in April but throughout the year. When Murray became involved in recycling, it was a
positive for our area. There was an excellent kickoff at Murray's park
and enthusiasm was abounding. The appropriate information was
given out in regard to preparation of the recyclables such as rinsing
and flattening containers, removing caps and rings, etc.
What has been distressing is the fact that not everyone abides by
the request for preparation of the recyclables, which obviously makes
the process difficult. The recycling area close to me, which is the old
Goodyear places, is no longer there and I'm not aware of the reason,
hut my concern is that the bins were overloaded and the containers
were not properly prepared, plus containers were left in plastic bags.
When the bins became full, containers were left in plastic bags on the
ground.
Fortunately. there arc two other sites and, even though there is more
distance for some of us, it is well worth driving a couple more miles.
Perhaps the guidelines and requirements should be posted near the
bins to refresh memories or in case a person is unaware of the process. We can make it work if we all pull together. Otherwise, we may
lose this privilege. Caring for the environment is not only a good
thing to do, it is a necessity.
Jean P. Miller
1568 Mockingbird Drive, Murray

Gina Hancock

At least for now.
Throwing suppon behind him
might bnng unity and some healing to the campus and
community.
We can continue tearing each
other apart or we can join
together.
It won't kill us for a little
while to at least act as if we are
united.
Regent Wells Lovett told The
Ledger he will be here for Alumni Weekend.
"I would be honored to talk
with faculty and students about
any of their concerns," he said.
Take him up on it if you have
something to say.
One thing is certain. Dr. Kern
Alexander's every move and
word will be watched closely.
The watchdogs will include the
big, had state newspapers, the
regional media, The Lcdgcr, The
Murray State News, the Faculty
Senate, administrators, Staff Congress and hopefully • the Student
Government Association.
Let's just hope we all have the
university's best interest at heart.
After all, isn't that what all the
hoopla has been about?

"The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses.
papers, and effects. against unreasonable searches and seizures,shall
not be violated, and no warrants
shall issue, but upon probable
cause,supported by oath ofaffirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." —
Fourth
Amendment
to
the
Constitution.
Is any American not frustrated by
the crime wave that continues to
plague the country and particularly
its poor, who seem to suffer most?
But President Clinton's proposal to
ask public housing tenants to waive
thew Fourth Amendment rights for
the purpose of searching for and
seizing guns may be a case of the
"cure" causing more harm than the
ailment.
The President's plan was revealed
in his April 16 radio address. He has
directed the Attorney General and
the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development to devise a national
policy using warrantless police
sweeps. HUD Secretary Henry Cisncros has suggested that the sweeps
can occur where tenants give written consent. The searches, he says,
would be "subjective judgments"
based on a judge's order under
circumstances of "exigency."
Acting Associate Auomcy General Bill Bryson elaborated: "What
we're saying here is that we think we
can have an effective crime prevention and apprehension program
without departing from standard
Fourth Amendment law. We're not
trying to create new law here. What
we're really trying to do is to avoid
having everything tested in court,
avoid having long delays while

• •v • •
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programs get precleared, in effect,
by federal and state courts. We think
there is the capacity through existing Fourth Amendment law to take
care of the problem."
On this one, I concur with the
American Civil Liberties Union and
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph Bidcn. Both have expressed strong reservations about
the President's proposals. Only days
ago, Clinton was criticizing the
Singapore government for favoring
the social order over individual
rights in the Michael Fay "caning"
case. Now he seems to be suggesting a similar approach to controlling
crime in America.
Among the many matters to
worry about in the President's proposal is whether an inalienable constitutional right, once waived, can
be reclaimed. Several court rulings

have indicated it cannot. In Carter
vs. Sea Land Services,Inc.(1987),a
federal appeals court stated:"Parties
may waive even fundamental rights
...including the right to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures
... Once a right, even a fundamental
right, is knowingly and voluntarily
waived, a party has no constitutional right to recant at will"(emphasis mine).
No court has explicitly held that
even a limited constitutional right to
rescind a waiver exists. Although
the Supreme Court and some individual justices have suggested that a
defendant should be permitted to
revoke a waiver, none of the opinions discloses whether the right to
rescind a waiver is constitutional.
There is also the probability that
some less educated public housing
tenants would not fully understand

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residepts arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Peripective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a Variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer. with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

the consequences of waiving a constitutional right. The government's
promise of a quick solution to the
crime that permeates so many of
these public housing projects may
be as tempting as the "easy money"
of a winning lottery ticket.
Furthermore, according to a federalappeals court, "Both case authority and scholarly commentary
indicate that a condition requiring
an applicant for a governmental
benefit to forgo a constitutional
right is unlawful if the condition is
not rationally related to the benefit
conferred."
As constitutional attorney John
Whitehead notes, "The question
must then be asked, is the broad
sacrifice of government tenants'
constitutional right against search
and seizure rationally related to the
government's overall war on
drugs?"
If President Clinton's policy is
implemented, an important precedent will have been created. Warrantless searches put government's
ever-growing big foot in the door
and opens it to the possibility of
other government intrusions into
private homes. No one knows the
parameters of the search consents.
Unless strictly limited, it is possible
that government's search for guns
could also provide for warrantless
searches related to suspected child
abuse, income tax fraud, social
services concerns and a lot more —
without any additional waivers.
The Founders wrote the Fourth
Amendment to protect us from the
invasive power of government. The
Administration's proposal is a serious threat to a fundamental right
that.will not be reclaimed once it is
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Dance theatre presents 13th annual production
The MSU Dance Theatre will
he presenung its 13th annual perIormance on April 28-30 in the
Johnson Theatre of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center on Murray State
University's campus. Curtain
time is at 8 p.m. each evening.
"A Baker's Dozen Assortment
of Dance Theatre" will feature
thirteen dances in a wide variety
of styles including dance theatre,
modern dance and musical comedy v. ith overtones of ballet, hiphop and jazz. The dances are choreographed and performed by
!acuity, guest artist and students.
"In our thirteen dances we certainly have an assortment of
styles diverse enough to please
everyone in our audience," said
Jean Elvin, dance theatre's artistic director.
The dance company includes
students from many different
majors, as well as community
members. "You don't need to
have years and years of expenence to join," Elvin noted. You
simply need the desire to dance.
Admission charges for "A Baker's Dozen Assortment of Dance
Theatre- are adults, $6; senior
citizens, S5.
. children and nonMSU students, $4; MSU students
with valid I.D., free. Anyone
wishing to see the show, including Miirray State students, should
call 762-4421 for reservations.
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Amy Wheat is a second semester
Brent Smith is a graduating sefreshman voice major and dance
nior from Mascoutah. III, earning a
minor from Louisville, KY. She is a
degree in interior design. This is
dance scholarship recipient. Wheat Smith's fifth
year of involvement
is actively involved in MSU Dance
with MSU Dance Theatre ComTheatre Company, the MSU Con- pany.
He also performes with the
cert Choir, Alpha Gamma Delta Cavaliers
Drum and Bugle Corps
sorority, and has performed in Camand is a color guard instructor for
pus Lights. She has been dedicated
the MSU Racer Band.
to dance since the young age of five.
Kelly D. Chinn is a sophomore
Amy Whitlow, from Louisville, from Beaver Dam. He
is pursuing a
is a second semester sophomore
double major in graphic design and
public relations major and dance
drawing. This summer, Chinn will
minor. She began performing dance
be touring nationwide with the
at the age of eight. This is her
Cavaliers Drum and Bugle Corp.
second year as a member of Mal
This is his second year in IOW
Dance Theatre Company. Her
Dance Theatre Company, and his
theatre credits include Uncommon
first time as a choreographer.
Women and Others, plus staged
The Choreographers
reading of The Merry Hearted Bo vs.
Jean NI. Elvin has been a Visiting
Nicole Cooper is a native ol Guest Artist and Director of the
Louisville. She is a junior, majoring Dance Program at Murray State
in theatre with a minor in dance.
University since Fall, 1991. She has
This is Cooper's third year as a performed
professionally and
member of the MSU Dance Theatre taught dance for the last sixteen
Company. Last summer, she per- years. She earned her bachelor of
formed in the Stephen Foster Story, arts degree in dance in her home
in Bardstown.
state of California. at LI(' Santa
Patricia J. Crider, from Marion, Barbara. She then spent five years
KY, is a senior graduating with a teaching and performing dance in
bachelor of arts degree in theatre Chicago, w here she produced her
this May. This is her first perfor- own choreography and performed
mance with the MSU Dance Theatre with several companies.
Company. Her credits include The
Elvin holds a Master of Fine Arts
Fantastics (as the Vs'alli and Un- degree in choreography and perforcommom Women (as Carter). She
mance from Arizona State Univerhas also won numerous awards as a sity. She has been a principal
member of the MSU Forensics dancer for Desert
Dance Theatre,
Team, in dramatic interpretation.
and Mei Hsiu Chan's Classical

The College of Fine Arts and
Communication, in conjunction
with the music department at Murray State University, will sponsor
the second annual President's Concert May 1 in Lovett Auditorium.
The concert is being held in conjunction with Alumni Weekend and
represents a salute to the administration, faculty, staff, students and
alumni of Murray State.
The concert features the Symphonic Wind Ensemble, along with
soloist Scott Alexander. Alexander,
a 1985 graduate of Murray State, is
the principal oboe/English horn soloist with the United States Navy
Band in Washington, D.C. He also
serves as a principal flutist for all
musical functions at the White
house.
Dennis L. Johnson, director of
bands and orchestra and conductor
of the wind ensemble, called Ale-

SCOTT ALEXANDER
xandcr an "active performer
throughout the world" who "will be
the first person to give credit to his
training right here at Murray State."

"It's always a pleasure to welcome back alumni to perform with
us," Johnson said, "and Scott certainly has made a name for himself
since leaving Murray State."
The wind ensemble will open the
program with Leonard Bernstein's
"Overture to 'Candidc'." The MSU
Chamber Winds arc scheduled next,
and will perform "Sept Dances," by
Jean Francaix. Warren Benson's
new work, "Adagictto," will be
performed next, followed by "Symphony for Band," by Vincent Penischetti. After a brief intermission,
the wind ensemble will return to the
stage to perform "Ronde for Isolde,"
by David Bedford, before Alexander takes the stage. The concert will
conclude with John Phillop Sousa's
"George Washington Bi-Centennial
March."
The concert will begin at 2 p.m.
Admission is $2 for children and
students and $5 for adults.

Chinese Dance Company in Ph,
nix, Anz. Elvin has studied w
Daniel Nagrin.Cliff Keuter, Shi•
Mordine, Bella Lcu,k,
Wong, Xenia Chlistowa, R i.ti
Gibson,and Sabina Childers
Dottie Lester White began stud.
ing dance when she was four y
old. She 1k as offered her fir,i
professional dance job in Siona.,••
Stock Theatre when she was 17. ii
Bulingaine.
Her credits include: Carnival, at
City Center in NYC; Mime. v.itti
Ann Miller in Florida; Caba,c.
which toured for six Months and
went through Kentucky; Coco, with
Katherine Hepburn; and No
Nanette, which she performed f.,r
three years on Broadway.
Nancy Salim moved to Murray
WI fall, with her husband, Mark,
who is finishing a degree at Murr..
State. Safian is teaching danc;
through the Artist in Residence
Program of the Kentucky Arts
Council. She is teaching at Brook lawn Academy in Louisville anti
Southside Elementary in Versaillc..
Before moving to Murray, she lived
in Baltimore for two years, where
she taught dance at Garrison -Forest
School, an independent all-gals
school. She ivrformed in Baltimore
with two dance companies,Phoetu
Repertory Daitce Ertemble, :111,1
Tow.kon Tn...-;;;!,:‘ f )

WKGA offers country
line dancing classes

President's Concert is Sunday

SHELLY EUBANKS

West Kentucky Gymnastics
Academy will be ()Wring country
line dancing during the month of
May. The class will be under the
instruction of Shelly Eubanks of
Wingo.
Eubanks has been teaching country line dancing in the Graves
County area for a year. She is well
trained in all the popular line dances
such as Ski Bumpus, Boot Scootin
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Kentucky Opry concludes talent show
More than 200 contestants participated in the talent show this year.
Starting Jan. 8 the Kentucky Opry
opened the talent show to anyone
who wanted to perform, no one was
turned away. Clay Campbell, the
shows producer and director says "1
believe everyone should have the
opportunity that wants to, to sing
with a good band in a nice
atmosphere."
The Kentucky Opry talent show
certainly gives them that chance.
A winner was picked each week
for 12 weeks to compete in the
semi-finals in two categories.
March 26 was the junior semi-finals
and April 2 was the adult semi-finals. Six juniors and six adults were
picked to compete in the grand
finals. Those 12 competed for more
than $1,000 in cash and prizes.
Performing to a sold out,standing
room only crowd, the singers and
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The Perfor mers
english literature major from HickJill J. Bullen is a graduate student man, KY. She will graduate with
in elementary education from Mur- honors in May. She has been
ray. This is Bullen's first year as a involved in MSU Dance Theatre
member of MSU Dance Theatre Company four semesters out of
Company. She has been involved in eight. Her stage debut was in Dance
many aspects of theatre. Her credits Theatre Number II, in the work of
include Hansel and Gretel. prop guest artist. Susan Bradford.
She is
master for Miiisiurimer Night's dancing in four pieces
this year.
Dream and Uncommon Women,and
Debbie Higdon is a 19-year-old
as a performer in Campus Lights for sophomore from Hawesville
, KY,
five years. She is a member of majoring in Child
Development.
Epsilon Alpha Iota and Sock 'n' This is her
first semester in Dance
Buskin.
Company.
Stephen Birmingham resides in
Shirley T. Johnson has spent
Cincinnati and is a senior music most her
of
life in some phase of the
education major in voice at Murray
arts. From the age of six, she has
State. He has participated in several
performed professionally in musical
musical theatre productions at MSU
and Murray's Playhouse in the Park, comedy and light opera,the theatre,
inluding Man of La Mancha,Hansel radio and television. As a teacher,
and Grctel. 1940's Musical Cabaret, she has taught at the university
Oklahoma,and two Campus Lights level. In Murray, she has been
student-directed musicals. This is costume designer for University
his first appearance with the MSU Theatre and Playhouse in the Park.
Christiane Myrick is a 21-yearDance Theatre Company.
old sophomore art major from PaduKandy Carstens is originally
from Cincinnati, but has been a cah. Myrick is a Dance scholarship
recipient,in her first year with MSU
resident of Murray for 13 years. She
Dance Theatre Company. Her stage
has been in the MSU Dance Comcredits
this year have included
pany for 3112 years.
Hansel and Gretel and Campus
Czustens has been awarded
two dance awards in the past two Lights. She has performed with the
Beverly Roger's Dancers from age
years, one for the Most Dedicated
Dancer and the second for Most 15 to 18. Myrick is also a member
Improved Dancer. She is married to of Brescia College Theatre Troupe.
Rebecca Vcnard, from Bedford,
Ken Carstens and has a six-year-old
KY,joined the MSU Dance Theatre
son.
Kelly NI. Freemaii is a senior Company in Fall of 1993. She is a
Spanish and business major.

Is Now Open
Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
and

Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
and Fish Specials

musicians were a bit nervous, but
they performed beautifully. It really
was amazing to see the apparent
abundance of very talented local
folks, Campbell said.
The judges were Mary Dennis,
who owns a booking agency from
Nashliille, Pastor Red Michel from
Bellview Baptist Church,Nashville,
Ronecca Joseph, a local celebrity
who formerly owned On Stage at
DJ's, and Dan Steele, the talent
coordinator for the Lion's Club
WPSD Telethon, which airs in
November.
Several of the contestants sang
with recorded music tracks, but
most of them performed with
Campbell's 10-piece band.
Campbell's band consists of
Steve Helm, steel guitar from Metropolis, Ill., Buddy McDaniel, lead
from Big Sandy, Tenn., Alan
Griggs, drums from Murray, Keith

'Thumper" Wood, bass from Paducah,Clayton Campbell,fiddle from
Benton, Mark & Dana Dowdy,
piano & vocals from Benton, Stephanie Elkins, vocals from Hardin,
Scottie Henson,banjo& guitar from
Benton and Campbell, band leader
from Benton.
Winners of the contcst include:
youth category (under 17) third
place - Brent Harrington, 16, from
Paducah, second place - Jerry
Smith, 11, from Boaz, first place Sondra Rankin, 15, from Paducah.
Rankin is a student at Reidland
High School.
Adult Category: third place Ryan Wood,Paducah,second place
- Rick Jones, Paducah, first place Mark Davis, Mayfield.
Davis will appear with Clay
Campbell & The' Kentucky Opry
when they perform in November on
the WPSD telethon.
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Sundials
Starting At

Perennials
$400

$1795
Shasta Daisies • Yarrow
Coreopsis • Astor • Grasses
Columbine • Astilbe

Rhododendron White Birches

Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner
'Hi-efficiency, 9 59 5 EER
•18,000/17,600 BTU
.230/208 volts, 8 5/9 0 amps.
.3 cooling/3 fan only speed.
•10-position thermostat
-Easy-to-clean slide-out filter
'Easy mount window
installation

Free Normal
Installation

15% off

Yellow Azaleas

Bedding Plants

20%
Model AEM111011

ONLY

$599

Murray Appliance 6 T.V.
212 Main • Downtown Murray • 753-1586

•

•
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Clumps

Red • White
Purple

2 Gallon

"Come See Us Soon"

413 S. 4th
753-1155

407
N. 12th. St.
Murray

Begonias • Vinca • Petunia
Off

99c

Juniper Topiaries

Korean Boxwood

All Shapes

1 & 3 Gal. Size

25%

Off

25%
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North meetlng is today
Discipline Design Team of Site-based Decision Making Council of
North Calloway Elementary School will meet today (Thursday) at 3
p.m. at the school. All interested persons are invited.

Playschool at Calloway County High
Calloway County High School will have a Playschool for children,
ages 2.4 to 5 years, starting Tuesday. May 3. and continuing through
Friday, May 13, in Room 116 of the school. A fee of $10 per child
will be taken for snacks and supplies. For more information contact
Elizabeth Douglas, teacher, at 435-4153, or Calloway County High
School, 753-5479.

Showcase planned at Murray Middle
All singers, dancers, musicians and performers in Primary School
through Grade 12 in Murray City Schools are invited to audition for a
Showcase of Student Talent to be presented on Saturday, May 14, at
Murray Middle School. Auditions will be on Thursday. May 5, from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School Auditorium. Questions
about the event should be directed to Cyndie Friedrich, 753-5125, during school hours.

.

•

Holly Suzanne Morgan and
John Emile Calhoun Jr. to marry

Kelly Diane Thomas and
Robert Flint Wesley to marry

Morgan and Calhoun Thomas and Wesley
wedding to be May 22 wedding to be June 4
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell C. Morgan of Benton announce the
engagement of their daughter, Holly Suzanne Morgan, to John Emile
Calhoun Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnie E. Calhoun of Eddyville.
Miss Morgan is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sarah Ross of Murray
and the late William Harmon Ross, and Mrs. Avalou Morgan Dunn of
Benton and the late Robert Bathel Morgan.
Mr. Calhoun is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Richardson
of Princeton, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Johnny E. Calhoun.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a 1993 Cum Laude graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in Housing/Interior Design with a minor in Drafting
and Design. She is employed by Polygon Group Engineering of
Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of Caldwell County High
School and a May candidate for a bachelor's degree in Housing/
Interior Design and an associate's degree in Drafting and Design
Technology from Murray State University. He is employed by WK
Engineering of Eddyville.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Sunday, May 22, at 2:30 p.m.
at Sandals Resort in Montego Bay, Jamaica.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Thomas of Hopkinsville, formerly of Murray,
announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Diane
Thomas, to Robert Flint Wesley, son of Scott Wesley of Marion and
Dorothy Wesley of Evansville, Ind.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Vada Thomas and the
late Hubert Thomas of Cadiz, and of Lawrence Hayes, the late Hazel'.
P'Pool Hayes, and the late Harry P'Pool, all of Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Ida Wesley Cash of Chattanooga, Tenn., and the late Robert E. Wesley, and of Mrs. Jean
Welch and the late H. R. Welch of Sturgis.
Miss Thomas is a graduate of Murray High School, attended Murray State University, and is a graduate of Ezell Beauty School, Murray. She is employed by Shear Lunacy Salon, Murray.
Mr. Wesley is a graduate of Union County High School, Sturgis,
and is employed by W+ Cattle Co., Marion.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 4, at 2 p.m. at Memonal Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, April 26, have
been released as follows:

•• •
•-1 Leah Hackel

1

bride-elect of
Brent McKinney
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

MAKE
$1000-$3000
FUNDRAISING
We need school, church, athletic
or other critic group b operate a
ireworks stand June 20th - July
4th. Sales location on Wal-Mart
perking lot in Murray. Fireworks
provided. Call 1800-225-6629(9
a.m.-4 Am.) or 1-800-835-5396
(24 hr recorded message)

Pill Worts

•

Amnia Sins MC

=Sisoir.e"let

129511 Chestnut • 7534851

•

Newborn admissions
•
Walz baby girl, parents, Lori and
James, 218 Husting Lane, Benton;
Stewart baby boy, parents. Betty
and Jerry. Rt. 2 Box 246A, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Tobias G. Smith, 1109 Circararna
Dr.. Murray; Fred L. Gillum, Rt. 1, Box
195; Kirksey; Ms. India D. Rice, 807
Elizabeth Hall, Murray;
Bill D. Winchester, Rt. 5, Box 59,
Murray; Mrs. Joyce Wyatt, 623 Ellis
Dr., Murray; Charles H. Thompson, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bobbi J. Frey and baby girl, Rt.
9, Box 483E, Benton; Miss Kathleen
G Robertson, Rt. 6, Box 328, Murray,
Mrs. Roberta Phnke, 1616 Patriot
Ave., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Neutress 0
Smith, 1655 Ryan, Murray; Aubrey W
Steely, Rt. 4, Box 29, Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Sylvia L. Holland, B02 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Mrs. Clara Thorn,
Rt. 1, Box 82, Almo.
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
April 27, have been released as
follows:

Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon -Sat 9 30.5. no

Portralts-

Newborn admission
Parsons baby boy, parents, Amy
and Robert, 208 Duffers Lane,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Anthony B. Clayton, Rt 1, Box 286,
Henry, Tenn.: Micky C Blue, 106
Clark St.. Clay: Donald H. Sexton,
1617 Belmont, Murray: Mrs. Melissa Vaughan and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Mayfield; Miss Sabrina L Bouknight, 13408 Snowden Way, Louisville,
Mrs. Angela Story and baby girl,
785 Magnolia, Calvert City, Mrs
Imogene B Hughes. 1502 Canterbury,
Murray.
Mrs Willina B. Hall, 1654 Ryan
Ave., Murray, Wiliam P. Camp, 904
Vine St., Murray; Mrs. Pauline M
Norsworthy, 706 Story, Murray,
J D. Robinson, 1505 Diuguid. Murray, Alvin H Stayer, 114 Central Ave .
Joiet,
Willie J Lofton, Rt 3, Box
2598, Murray

Megan Michelle
Cossey is born
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Cossey Jr.
of Rt. 3, Box 227-B, Murray, arc
the parents of a daughter, Megan
Michelle Cosscy, born on Thursday, March 17, at 7:03 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds two ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Shelia Scott. A brother is
Trey Allen Cossey.
Grandparents arc Kenneth and
Pat Cossey of Rt. 3, Murray, and
Shirley Scott of 1320 Sycamore
St., Murray.

Oaks plans work day Saturday
A special work day will be at Oaks Country Club on Saturday',
April 30, starting at 7 a.m. Members will be painting and staining the
club house. Persons should bring paint brushes, ladders and other
painting supplies. For more information contact Holmes Dunn at
753-5366.

MHS Class of 1979 will meet
.
will have a class reunion meetMurray High School Class of 1979
ing on Sunday, May 1, at 2 p.m. at the home of Angela Noel Rogers,
2202 Quail Creek Dr., Murray. For more information call Mrs. Rogers
at 753-6938 or Amy Doran at 759-4481.

Aleutian reunions planned
Aleutian Island veterans, all service branches, their spouse family
and guests will have 1994 reuions in various areas of the country. For
registration blank, send self-addressed and stamped envelope to A.F.
King, P.O. Box 130327, Sunrise, FL 33313. Reunion locations will be
May 15 and 17 at Cleveland, Tenn.; June 4 to 6 at Goliad, Texas; July
6 to 8 at Hampton, Va.; Aug. 1 to 3 at Muleshoe, Texas: and Sept. 2
to 4 at Alexandria, La.

VFW district meeting Sunday
The Veterans of Foreign Wards of Kentucky and Ladies Auxiliaries
will conduct their District 1 meeting on Sunday, May 1, at 2 p.m. at
Jackson Harris Post 1191, Paducah. Luncheon will be served at 1 p.m.
Guests will be VFW state representatives, Department Commander
Eddie Akers of Harold, and Auxiliary Department Hospital Chairman
Helen Colasanti of Rineyville.

Republican breakfast Saturday
The Jackson Purchase Republican Breakfast Club will hold its
monthly meeting and breakfast on Saturday, April 30, at 9 a.m. in the
meeting room at Hall Hotel, Mayfield. All Republicans and the public
are invited to attend. All candidates for the May Republican Primary
will be asked to attend and the address the meeting.

Mother-Daughter banquet planned
The annual Mother-Daughter Banquet of First United Methodist
Church Women will be Tuesday, May 3, at 6 p.m. This will not be a
potluck meal. Tickets are available for $5 for adults and S3 for children from any circle chairpersons or from Edwina Garrison.

Locust Grove plans services
The Rev. David Smith, pastor, will speak at 1.1 a.m. and 6.p.m.
services on Sunday, May 1, at Locust Grove Baptist Church. Robert
Houston is song leader with Sharon Pierccal as organist and choir
director and Wanda Miles as pianist. Sunday School with Johnny
McDougal as superintendent will be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship
Training will be at 5 p.m.

Home Health Care Seminar planned
A seminar, "Facts to Know About Home Health Care," sponsored
by Leisure Life of Bank of Murray, will be Thursday, May 12, at 2
p.m. in University Branch of Bank of Murray. Lisa Peyton, director of
Home Care Services of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will conduct the seminar. Persons wishing to attend should call Martha Covey
at 753-1893.

North Carolina tour planned
A tour of North Carolina and the Outer Banks -is planned June
16-21 by Leisure Life of Bank of Murray. Price will be $450 per per-

son with deadline and final payment due by May 13. For reservations
call Martha Covey at 753-1893.

W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
WATCH. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
needs aluminum cans to help with its fund-raising efforts and also to
give an opportunity for the clients to crush and make some money.
The center will take the cans crushed or uncrushed. They may be left .
at the center from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
when it is open; or after that time they -may be left by the workshop
door at the side of the building, according to Peggy Williams, executive director.
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Bad Girls (R)

Threesome (R)

1:30 3:25 7:15 9:15

1:31) :1:25 7:10 9:10

White Fang 2
(PG)
1:30 3:35 7:00 9:05

Selected Groups
Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

753-7435
406 South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
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Program Information
. Call 753-3314

1:30 :1:30 7:10 9:15

New Arrivals

Major League 2

Flesh & Bone
Another Stakeout

(PG)

1:30 3:30 7:05 9:05

Cops & Robbersons
(PG)
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Aimee Mason Freeland-Symington,
fiancee of George TeoIii Husakiwsky

Freeland-Symington and
Husakiwsky vows to be said

rday,
g the
other
in at

James and Cynthia Freeland-Symington of Bloomfield Hills, Mich.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Aimee Mason Freeland-Symington, to George Teofil Husakiwsky, son
of Julia and John Husakiwsky of Toronto, Canada.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Eve and Gay Lehman of
Birmingham, Mich., Ellen and Mike Freeland of Hopkinsvillc, and
Betty and John Symington of Royal Oak, Mich. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Lucille Atkins of Murray.
The groom -elect is the grandson of the late Anna and Thomas Krynick', and the late Julia and Tcofil Husakiewsky.
Ms. Freeland-Symington is a 1990 graduate of the University of
Michigan, where she attended The City University in London, England during her Junior year. She is a Corporate Trainer for Renaissance Communications, Inc.
Mr. Husakiwsky is a 1986 graduate. of Lynn University, Boca
Raton, Fla. He is Director of Communications and Marketing for Sundance Balloons International of Toronto, Canada.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 2, at The Kirk in the Hills,
Bloonifield Hills, Mich. A reception will follow at The Riti. Carlton
Hotel.
The bride-to-he will be keeping her birth name after she is married.
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Homecoming will
be at Goshen
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The annual Homecoming
Celebration will be held at
Goshen United Methodist Church
on Highway 121 North at Stella
on Sunday, May 1.
The Rev. Dossie Wheatley, a
former pastor, will be the speaker
at the 11 a.m.. service.
The guest speaker is well
known in this area as he has been
pastor in Manleyville, Water Valley, Palestine, Pans, Tenn., Lynn
Grove-Goshen, Calvary-Trinity,
Newbern, Tcnn., Lone Oak, Huntingdon, Tenn., Brownsville District Superintendent, and currently serving at Dyersburg, Tenn.
Sunday School with Steve Sexton as supenntendent will start at
10 a.m. Following the morning
worship hour, dinner will be
served in the recreation hall. Rev.
Bob Dotson, pastor, invites the
public to attend.
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Sunday, May I, will be Homecoming Day at Ledbetter Baptist
Church. located off Highway 94
East.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoc, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
A gospel singing will be at
1:30 p.m. featuring the King's
Sons and other special singers. A
meal will be served at noon in the
Fellowship House.
The public is invited to attend
this special day of events, said
the pastor, Rev. Burpoe.

0

Karen Dale & David Weatherly
Laurinda Drown & Joey Reed
Kristen Fairchild &
Trice Seargent
Beth Haley & Hank Staggs
Bethany Hall & Peter Lawrence
Lisa Howard & Barry Arndt
Ellen Hogancamp &
Bernice Howard
Felisha Lamb & David Potts
Emily Porter & Gregory Stander
Mary Beth Pritchett &
Robert Lyons
Jennifer Sellars & Jason Sammons
Robin Shaw & Ahmaii Alkhyyat
Tami Wagner & Kelly Nelson
Susan Wilson & Scott Seggerman
Rebecca Wolf & Jon Klein
Donna Wortham & Alan Gibbs
Penelope Wright & Jeff Moore
Lori YarbrougA & Shane Black

10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sal.
Dixkland Center • Chestnut
753-118011
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Our Diamonds
are
CLEAR NOT
CLOUDY
and we
prove it
with
GEM .
SCAN'

SAVE STOREWIDE!!!
BIG DISCOUNTS AND
INTEREST FREE CREDIT!

Marquise

SOLID GOLD
SPECIALS
18" Extra Wide
Herringbone
Chain or
Extra Wide
Rope
Chain

"Clear Not Cloudy"
Diamonds
1 Carat* Marquise

$999.
1 Carat*
2 Row Band

Brilliant Cut
1/4 Carat*$299.

Channel Set Design

1/2 Carat*$799.

1/4 Carat*S199.

1 Carat* $2499.

1/2 Carat*S399.

Clear Diamonds & Low Prices a1'ALCE!

"Classic" Cluster lie 'Heart" Cluster
1 Carat*
1 Carat'

$599.

POPULAR TENNIS
BRACELETS

$599•

cI
C,0
•

1 Carat*
3 Row Band $599,

STYLISH CLUSTERS

"Wide Band"
(luster

$499.

siALUE.

$599. i

1 -1 Carat"$149▪

1 Carat* $699▪

1/4 Carat*S199.

"Majestic" Cluster
"Marquise" Cluster 1/2(7arats$299.
1 Carat`
Carat'

"Lightning Bolt"

1 Carat*

$399.

2 Carat*

$999.

•

$499.

,999.

3carat*$1

-
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EARRINGS

THE "HOTTEST" JEWLERY ITEM OF THE 90'S!

ANTIQUE REPRODUCTION
"SLIDE" BRACELET
14K.
1/5 Carat* 199.
1/2 Carat*S499.

Gold $99.
Diamond Ear Pin

Sl4om
Nait-

•

COMPLETE

cqEw-Efty
1 DIAMOND

d

Solid Gold Ladies
T' Nugget
Bracelet

$89.

ONYX

59.

CHOW

-

1 TO 6 STONES
FROM
PINK ICE

•

$84•

BETTER QUALITY...BEST SELECTIONS...GUARANTEED'BEST VALUE"PRICES!
.
„se
DOORBUSTERS
DOORBUSTERS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center•Murray•753-7695

-• .
I

SUPER
GOLD
VALUE!

"MOTHER'S"
RING

"MOM"
RINGS

't
Diamond
Mom's 14K. Charm
Pendant smiatto,Hustratior

JEWELERS

753-9419

••••

SUBSCRIBE

SOLID GOLD

(vSelec(ions

4.
0

'AMON/
S & GOLD
3

ALL SHAPES..ALL SIZES!
Brzdgette Burnett &
Clint Hutson
Cindy Byers &
Timothy Weatherford
Annette Calhoon & Chris Hale

•

S140/72i.2)E,WW.E,

SOLITAIRES

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
"011.4

Jonas accepts his assignment
and becomes the "Receiver in
Training." He is led to an old
man who is the "Receiver of
Memory" and will now become

Brilliant

Factory Discount
Shoes

'II-

Successor.

ANN WERSARY &
WEDDING BANDS

Authorized Dealer
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
100 S. 5th St.

Calloway County Public
Library has received copies of the
1994 Newbery and Caldecott
Medal Winners and their Honor
books. Many people ask hwat the
awards mean and how are they
selected. So this week's column
is devoted to the explanation of
these awards and the introduction
to this year's fabulous titles.
• • • •
The Newbery Medal is
awarded annually (since 1922) to
the author with the most distinguished contribution to American
literature for children. 'The medal
is named for John Newbery, who
is called "the father of children's
literature." Newberry was the
first to conceive the idea of publishing books expressly for
children.
• • • •
The Caldecott Medal is also
awarded annually (since 1938) to
the artist of the most distinguished American Picture Book
for children. The award goes to
the artist whether or not he or she
wrote the text. The medal is
named for Randolph Caldecott,
the famous English artist and
illustrator of children's books.

• • • •
Caldecott Honor Books are
Peppe the Lamplighter by Elisa
Bartow and illustrated by Ted
Lewin; Raven by Gerald McDermott; Owen by Kevin Henkes:
and In the Small, Small Pond by
Denise Fleming.
Newbery and Caldecott Medal
Winners have a gold medal seal
on the cover of the books. Honor
Books from both categories are
marked by a silver medal seal on
their covers. At the Callov.ay
County Public Library, blue tape
is placed on the spine of Medal
and Honor Books for easy
identification.
• • • •
Whether you are a young, or
not-so-young reader, please check
out one of the Newbery Medal or
Honor Books. I think you will he
pleased to discover that there are
some really great stories written
by young adult or junior authors.
Also, take time out to sit down
and enjoy the fabulous illustrations that go into children's
books.
Happy reading!!

"The Giver." As Jonas begins to
receive the memories of the community, he discovers that his
world is not so "ideal," and that
he alone can and must make a
difference for mankind.
The Giver is a gripping, suspenseful novel of science fiction.
Newbery Honor Books are Crazy
Lail) by Leslie Conly, Dragon's
Gate by Laurence Yep, and Eleanor Roosevelt by Russell
Freedman.
• • • •
Grantather's Journey by Allen
Say is the 1994 Caldecott Medal
Winner. Say is both author and
illustrator for this book which is
a recount of how his grandfather
came to America as a young man
and fell in love with this country.
Grandfather brings his bride to
America and begins a family, but
although his love for America is
strong, so is his love for Japan.
The love for both countries is
shared with his grandson, Say,
who also knows the heart tugging
yearning to be in both countries
at the same time. Missing the
other, while in one, the text is
simple and endearing. The
illustrations are warm and beautiful. Both capture the author's
feelings of family and culture.

•

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
LLS

Newbery and Caldecott Honor
Books are other books the selection committees feel are as
worthy of attention as the medal
winners. These coveted awards
are selected by two 15-member
committees of the Association for
Library Service to Children, a
divisiOn of the Amencan Library
Association.
• • • •
This year's Newbery Award
winner is The Giver by Lois
Lowry. The Giver tells the story
of Jonas, a 12-ye-ar-ot4ayho likes
in supposedly "ideal:. society.
There is no conflict, povert.
injustice, etc.
During the annual "Ceremony
of the Twelves" each 12-year-old
is given his/her lifetime assignment by the elders. Jonas has
been selected to become the next
"Receiver of Memory." The
Receiver of Memory collects all
recollections of senses, emotions
and experiences for the community. There is only one Receiver of
Memory, and he must train his

"CLEARLY THERE'S A DIFFERENCE'
*.APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT •ILLUSTRATIONS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL
••.WITH APPROVED CREDIT I $40000 MINIMUM PURCHASE TILL MAY 26 1994

14K.
Diamond
Earrings
$9.99
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Thdrellsy. April 28
Swim City Council/7.30 p m City
Het
Cempaileleaste Frieads 7 30
p.m./bawd mom of Murray-Calicpway
=
24Heepitel. Into/762-1389 or
Mies Club st Murrayi7 p.m Meeks
Community Center (use rear
entrance). Public invited.
Zits Osparlitsst at Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.midub house.
Murray alt=onClub/2 p.m /home
of Rainey
Chaplin SO of Disabled American
Vetere/vs/7 p.m/Legion HaN
Meet Cester/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m tor
senior citizens aceves.
Weeks ConMrispen 8 a.m.-4 p.m tor
sensor citizens' acevitiss.
Murray Kiwanis Club/43 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Court
Square/12:30-3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class.,7
p mlEducation Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally

JO BURKEEN/Uidger Times photos
MURRAY CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S CLUB head Its "Let's Have A Party"
luncheon in celebration of Its 15th anniversary April 19 at Seven Seas
Restaurant Imogene Palmer, left, In lop photo, talks with Jean Williams
of Columbus, Ga., guest speaker, while Melva Cooper, club chairman, Is
at right. In the background Is Jean Bird. In the bottom photo, Anne
Vinson, left, and Gracie Erwin, right, look at some of the scrapbooks
compiled of activities throughout the 15 years as a club In Murray.
Joins Kelly of Murray presented special music and directed some getacquainted games. The next "Attire to Admire" luncheon will be Tuesday, May 17, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant All women
of the area an invited to attend. Reservations must be made by Sunday, May 15, by calling Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Vida Trenholm at
753-2399.

IIV6:30 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/Phyllis Dal. Gibbs/435-4138

TOPS KY 8469 meeting/weigh-m/6
pm. and program/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Christian Singles Group/7 p m /at

Tonya Louise Davis and
Brian Robert Mills to marry

Davis and Mills wedding
vows will be said June 5
•

"THANKS, MOM"
Tell her how much you appreciate her
with a gift from

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

Robert and Lou Davis of Murray announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Tonya Louise Davis, to Brian
Robert Mills, son of Robert L. and Susan Mills of Mayfield.
Miss Davis is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sue B. Davis and the late
Dr. Wilbur L. Davis of Charleston. Mo., and of Chester and Helen
Hopper, also of Charleston. She is the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Ira
Burkett of Sikeston, Mo.
Mr. Mills is the grandson of Mary and Paul Tallent of Mayfield, the
late Marvin W. Gipson, Louise and W.C. Spalding of Mayfield, and
the late William Mills. He is the great-grandson of Mrs. Julia Huckaby of Mayfield.The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She attends Murray State University majoring in Exercise
Physiology.
The groom-elect is a 1991 gradute of Graves County High School
and attended Murray State University. He plans to further his education in Drafting Design.
- The wedding vows will be exchanged on Sunday. June 5, at 3 p.m.
.in the Outside Prayer Garden at Poplar Spring Baptist Church. Murray. A reception will follow.
In case of rain, the wedding and reception will be held inside the
‘hurch.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

759-1141
Dixieland Center
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

SUBSCRIBE

CEE

800 North 20th St., Murray Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard. 759-9994
First United Methodist Church events
include Singles meeting/6 30 p m
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4 30 p m . Emmaus
Women's Walk begins today
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship dinner 6
pm
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include R C I A./7 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 am and 3 p m
Narcotics Anonymous/7 30 p m /St
Info/
John Episcopal Church
753-0781.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
TennJ7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris Info/Kennith Broach. 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Dance Theatre/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. Info/762-4421.
Lecture by Diane Blair, senior
researcher With Clinton campaign/7-30
p.m /Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Admission free
BIS Senior Project Forum/1-3:30
p.m./Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State.

Comedian to perform free/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray
State.
Murray State University Brass Choir
Concert/8 p.m /Curris Center Admission free.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum'
open 8:30 am. to 1230 pm and 1 30
to 4:30 p.m. Admission free

Thursday, Aped 21I
Land Illatve•sn the Lakes scents
include Planetarium Show 11 a m aro

2 p m Go•den Pond Visitor Center
Hom•plac• and Woodlands OW 9
am 5 pm infol 502924.5602

Friday, April 29
Special Olympics Stewart Stadium
Murray State University

Calloway County School Board spo
ciai session,6 30 p m board office
Dance Theatre 1 p m Johnson Meat
is Doyle Fin• Arts Center Murray
State Info 762.4421
Practice session for Big Singing'
pm /Benton Church of Christ
Hazel Center open 10 am•2 pm for
senior wools. activities
Weeks Center open 8 a m -1 p m for
senior citizens' activities

AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers:8 p m American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple, Murray Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St. open 6-11 p m. Info
753-TEEN.
Senior Adult Fellowship of Fi-sr
United Methodist Church.,1 p m
Church Evening
m
Jeorti5 5
p John
St.
First Presbyterian ChJrch events
include Korean Be Study Group 7
pm
Country Dance 7 30 p m Hardin
Community Center
gebers only 8
em
infor Lmod
pm
Line
Moose
(Bingo sponsored by Shriners 7
/ pm /National Guard Armory. cancelled
tonight
Play for Jonathon-Aurora
B
Action Group'7 p m Vishing Well
Public invited
Murray High School events include
baseball team hosts PTHS,4 p m
Four-H Dairy Cow Camp ,1-6
p m :West Kentucky Exposition Center Info'753- 1452
Workshop on 'Accomplishing Curriculum Reform in the Classroom/3-6
p m Ci.irris Center. Murray State
Infoi'762-2888
Murray State University Alumni
Weekend events include Reunion Cot
fee of Class of 19449 30 am "Third
floor concourse.'Curris Center.- Emen
tus Club luncheortturris Center bat
room. SAA Mudball '94'noon
Intramural Fields
National Boy Scout Myseurnopen 9
a.m.-4 30 p m Into 762-3383'
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
0 pr ,Ind 1 30
open 830 am to
to 4:30 p m
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Shoe 11 am aria
2 p m. and Stargazing 8 p m Golder
Pond Visitor Center. Visitor Center
Homeplace and Woodlandsiopen 9
a m -5 pm Into 1-502-924-5602.
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Alpha Mu Chapter meets at Hall home
Marjorie Hall hosted a recent
meeting of Alpha Mu #4760
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority. Dortha Bailey, president, presided.
A poem, "At Dawn's First
Light" by Clay Harrison was read
by Mrs. Hall, chaplain. Hazel
Matthai in her treasurer's report
said more pecans had been sold.
A promotional fund for the
Kentucky State Council ESA
convention at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, April 29 and 30 and
May I, was announced. "A
Celebration To Remember" will
he the convention theme.
Nominations and appointments
as announced by the Nominating
Committee were Dortha Bailey,

president; Helen Campbell, vice
president; Kathie Gentry, recording secretary; Annaz.ette Fields,
corresponding secretary; Hazel
Morris, treasurer; Kathie Fleming, parliamentarian and St. Jude
representative; Mary Vidmcr and
Marjorie Hall, Ways and Means
co-chairmen; Lillian Cook, philanthropic chairman; Marjorie
Hall, chaplain; Helen Boughton,
publicity; Jean Lewis, scrapbook.

Mrs. Cook, philanthropic
chairman, rePorted 55 donated to
Need Line,- S9_.50 food, with a
total of 43 philanthropic hours
donated by members in March
and April.
The meeting was adjourned
with the Closing Ritual. Kathie
Fleming on the Disaster Fund.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Hall, assisted by Mrs.
Vidiner.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rental-.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

on
•
,

753-4461

5

Representatives of the Murray Ledger & Times
will be promoting a circulation drive to help
W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped).
For each new subscriber enlisted, a portion of the
money will be donated to W.A.T.C.H.
W.A.T.C.H. receives apprOximately 60 percent of
their funding from the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Board Inc.,
who contracts with W.A.T.C.H. for services provided to persons with mental retardation/developmental disabilities. However, the center depends on community support for the remaining 40
percent.
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Kathie Fleming, left, accepts the Disaster Fund prize from Marjorie Hall
at Alpha Mu meeting at Hall home.

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky • (502)753-3714

5th Annual Friend Day
Sunday, May 1, 1994
9:00 a.m. Worship
Speaker: John Dale

Fah.

10:15 Bible Classes
Lunch and fellowship to follow..
If you do not have a church home, please join us.
Attended nursery. Everyone welcome.
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Murray High School Top 10 students honored were, from left, front row,
Misty Clark, Hoene Jedan, Megan Malinauskas, Maggie Snyder, Jasmin
VanVolkInburg, back row, Christopher Fuhrmann, Beth Rose, Sara
Klaus, Tory Holton and Sam Green.

2-4 SERVINGS

009

DOUBLE-BLITZ NATIONAL CHESS CHAMPIONS. Josh Price and
Mark Stockton teamed up to win the USCF National Bug house Chess
Championship in Rye, NY last weekend. Both are eighth graders at Murray
Middle School.
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Calloway County High School Top 10 students honored were, from left,
front row, Paige Patterson, Bethany Call, Nicola Ross, Leah Stuart,
back row, Mike Arnett, Jason Neale, Clay Cowan and Neal Simmons.
Not pictured are Marti McClard and Ruth Ann Ferguson.
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+ ensuing play-off, they faced the
team who had given them their only
previous defeat, and proceeded to
win two quick games and claim the
national tide.
Both young men are eighth graders at Murray Middle School, and
were in New York with their chess
team for the National Junior High
Chess Tournament. The bughouse
championship is one of the specialty
tournamentslhat are played during
the national tournament weekend
and the two entered the event just to
have something to do on Friday
morning before the junior high
national championships began.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Calloway's Red Cross rechartered
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Two Murray youngsters. Josh
Price and Mark Stockton. won the
National Junior High Bughouse
Chess Tournament played in Rye,
New York this past weekend.
Bughouse chess is a form of rapid
chess, and is plhyed on two boards
simultaneously by two-person
teams. It is a wild,slap-dash form of
chess, with partners conferring,
games lasting only five minutes and
ending when either partner is able to
checkmate his opponent or when
either opponent's time expires.
Price and Stockton advanced undefeated to die finals and in the
round robin for the championship
ended in a tic for first place. In the

Marilyn Barksdale

Lynda Coleman

Top graduates recognized
Top 10 honors were presented
to top ranking graduates of both
Murray and Calloway County
High Schools by the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Each student received a certificate and their names on a plaque
to be displayed at their rerespec-

tive high schools.
Each school's top ten students
selected a teacher the wished to
be designated an outstanding
teacher. The recipients were Marilyn Barksdale, Murray High
School, and Lynda Coleman, Calloway County High -School.

China's trade status in jeopardy
WASHINGTON (AP) -Already endangered by concerns
over human rights, China's
favored trade status with the

1-24 bridge
closed after
barge hits span
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Police closed the Interstate 24
bridge near Paducah for about
three hours after a barge hit one
of its spans.
Lt. Robert Collcr of the U.S.
Coast Guard in Paducah said a
barge loaded with rock struck the
span as it and seven other barges
were being pushed under it about
3:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Coller said Illinois Department
of Transportation officials
inspected the bridge and found no
serious damage.

United States could be; further
weakened if Beijing goes ahead
with plans for a second nuclear
test.
A senior administration official
confirmed Wednesday that China
is preparing for another underground test that could take place
within days of when President
Clinton must decide whether to
renew its most-favored-nation
trade status.
"In terms of the mood in -Congress, this would definitely be a
negative," said Rep. Nancy
Pclosi, D-Calif., an advocate of
linking trade preferences to
human rights. "It would not
serve the Chinese well," she
said.
- "If there is a test, it certainly
would not help the MFN," skid
Rep. Mike Kopetski, D-Ore., who
backs removing all conditions for
renewal of China's ability to
export products into the United
States at the lowest available
tariffs.

The Calloway County chapter
of the American Red Cross is
waiting for a very special
package.
Although the package does not
contain supplies or extra funds, it
holds a new charter to demonstrate that service to the community has paid off.
The Calloway chapter will
receive a new charter, framed and
ready to be hung in a place of
honor, for meeting chapter
requirements and successfully
completing the rechartering
process.
"This is really an honor
because not all chapters arc
rechartercd," said Peggy Billington, chapter manager.
Sharon Ritter Smith, senior
vice president for field operations
and services at the American Red
Cross, praised Calloway's efforts.
"As you begin this new phase
(rechartering) you can take pride
in your accomplishments and
continue to be successful in providing service to your community," she said.
Calloway's chapter was originally chartered in 1917. Chapters
across the nation are working on
the rechartering process.
"There are certain by-laws that
have to be followed such as you
must have a board of directors
and offer 24 hours a day service,Billington said.
The Calloway chapter, which
is a United Way Agency, was
involved in many areas providing
aid.
"Our new Emergency
Response Vehicle (ERV) has
added new dimensions to the
chapter and we are growing," she
said.
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Murray students win tourney
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In late March, the ERV was
sent to Alabama with Ruth and
Mel Day to help with the destruction caused by several tornadoes.
Disaster classes have been held
to prepare people in case of an
emergency, as well as a lifeguard class.
In March. the membership
drive was held in which $344
was donated in response to a letter sent by Jo-Ann Hammons,
membership chairman.

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

600 Main St. • 753-0489

•

OUR NEW

PHONE

NUMBER

767-BAN

(2265)

363 WEATHEF1
753-6
TEMPERATUFtE &

Cross Country.
.13VC Fence

TIME,

Never needs scraping or
painting, will never rust, rot or
corrode, will never chip, crack
or shatter.
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Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
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Every Friday at 7 p.m.

q,300 Letter H Jackpot!!!
$100 Each
• $1200 Jackpot — (56) Number Call
Out Number and $190 addr,d to jackpot eat h week
• Letter
- 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1300!
• 14 Games —

(Consolation Prize - $1001
• 3 Special Games

Double Bingo pays 60'i, 75'i and 9ti

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 NurtIls, Murray, Ky.

Designed and engineered to
withstand exposure to all kinds of
weather without deterioration.
Strong and flexible with lasting
beauty. Safe for all horses.

PeoplesBank

20 Year Warranty

The Hometown Bank

Holland Fence Co.

MLTRRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

Barbara Holland - Distributor

(502)345-2776 • Mayfield, KY
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Calloway students win at festival

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
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The following Calloway County
stuJesus were winners in the Re giorial Foreign Language Fesuval
held at Murray State University on
March 31.
French: Johns Bnuain-third
place-Individual Realia; Ashley
place-Costume.
Gilson-second
Chorus-third place; Julie Shull-second place Level III Extemporaneous Prose and third place Level
III Recitation of Literary Passage;
place
Washer-second
Brenda
French I Wnuen Proficiency;
Catherine Riley-third place Level II
Listening Proficiency; Molly Wil-

m

UPS

7S -2O

Ultimate
Communications

810 B Sycamore SL • Murray • 7113-21140
Mea..fil • Amer 7
aimotoes
His: I ius4

To subscribe to the paper call 753-1916

Did you know a newborn
baby willturn to its
parents'voices...
even in a crowd?

CONTRACT BRIDGE

South Stages an
Extravaganza
South dealer.
Both aides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A1098643
1,63
•Q J 6
+4
EAST
WEST
+2
•K QJ
•10 98 7
•K QJ 52
# 8 5 32
•—
4J 1072
Q 65
SOUTH
•5
A4
• AK 10974
•K 983
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2•
Dble
1*
3 IP
2V
2+
Pass
Pass
-4+
4V
4•
Dble
5•
Opening lead — king of hearts.

•

,

Presenting Bright Beginnings, afree programfor expectant
parents.
It you're like most expectant parents. you have a number ot questions about your
pregnancy, your health, your baby's health and more. Brien Beghtsolugs is a FREE
educational program that gives you the information you need to prepare for the big event
and the first years of your baby's lite.
In addition to a series ot intormative newsletters, delivered to your home. Brigbt
Best:mins offers:

(,5

Mom's name:
1
State

-A 10% discount on your portion of the bill.
-A diaper bag with a blanket for baby and a scrub shirt for Dad-and if he brings it to the hospital, we'll even stamp your baby's
footprints on it!
-A special Bright Beginnings package offered by local merchants
which,includes free crib shoes, meals, diapers, dental exam,
and inuch more!

Brightfutures start with WN;#1**Deginnings'

I
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1

I
I
I

1
1
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1
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Bright Beginnings
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030. Paris. TN 38242
IC HENRY COLM\rTY
R I
IVIECAC_AL CENITEP54
I
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS. TLIN.I\LESSEk.313Z42

I.

Julio Guerra, M.D.
OB/GYN
Active Candidate for
Certification

Zip

Daytime phone:
1
' name.
Physicians
1
I
I
I .
i Check one:
CIPlanning a healthy Pregnancy
ID Pregnancy: due date:
I
InParenting(newborn to age 3)
I I-1
Child's birth date:
e
Child's physicianILJPlease see if I qualify for the Prepayment Plan.
I Nlail to
I

Brigbi Begimeings also otters the k on\ emence ot a pre-payment plan which allows you to
budget your hospital stay in advance. eliminating financial worries at such a joyous time. It
you quality for the pre-payment plan. youwill receive:

Dedicated to providing you & your baby the best in

i

How should declarer play this
hand after arriving at five diamonds
doubled? Of course, he cannot see
the East-West cards; his only real
clues lie in the bidding and the opening lead.
However,a lot ofinformation can
be gained from the bidding. First, as
there is no good reason to distrust
West's diamond cuebid, declarer
should assume that West has no
diamonds.Second, Westshould also
be credited with virtually every missing high card, since a direct cuebid
shows a powerful hand.
So while it is true that South
cannot actually see the -defenders'
hands, he can nevertheless approximate their holdings, and all he has
to do is to try to take advantage of
this knowledge.
Declarer's first crucial step is to
duck the king of hearts! This is an
important part of the overall plan of
play. Let's assume West leads another heart. South wins and leads
the king of clubs! This play is likewise crucial to declarer's plan.
West takes the ace and can now
do no better than lead the king of
spades. Declarer wins with the ace
and trumps a spade. From then on,
he has clear sailing. South trumps
h is9-8-3ofclubs in dummy,reentering his hand each time by ruffing a
spade, to finish with 11 tricks. The
early heart duck and the seemingly
extravagant lead of the king ofclubs
pave the way for a successful
crossruff.
Observe that if South takes the
king of hearts with the ace at trick
one, he can be defeated. West can
sooner or later put East on lead with
a heart to return a trump and ruin
the crossruff. Similarly, if declarer
leads a club lower than the king at
trick three. East can win and gum up
the works with a trump return.Two
hurdles, carefully surmounted by
South, get him home safely.

personalized, one-on-one healthcare:

Debra Selby,
MD.
Pediatrician

Danny Kimberlin,
MD.
OWGYN
Board Certified

With a Woodmen
annuity your dollars
earn tax-deferred
Interest at a
competitive rate. To
find out more about
Woodmens
Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

Jim Crick
WOodmon Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
4111-2322

A Woodmen
1

•••

Yes!
I want Bright Beginnings for my baby

i
Cd:Iress:

-Your choice of a candlelight dinner for Mom & Dad or a fruit
basket
-A free book titled "Pregnancy, Childbirth & Beyond".
-A free early pregnancy class.
-Invitations to the pregnancy class reunions-- a time to share
your child's growth & development.

Lis-third place Level II Extemporaneous Prose; Molly Melson-third
place Level I Recitation of Literary
Passage: Nicola Ross-lust place
Level Ill Written Proficiency: Erin
Owen-first place Level III Listening
Proficiency and Jon Ernstbergerthird place Level I Listening Proficiency.
Spanish: Maria Jennings, Dolly
Bogard. Jessica Jones and Rhonda
Keep-third place Group Reba; Andrea Pardue -first place Computer
Realia; Mau Perry-first place
frameable art; Nicholas Heltonthird place Oral Proficiency,Level
4; Julie Siefeldt-third Oral Proficiency Level 2; Jennifer Baud-first
place Listening Comprehension
Level 3; Chad Ward-first place
Listening Comprehension Level 1;
Mike Wojciechowski-third place
Listening Comprehension; Julie
Siefeldt-second place Prose Reading Level 2 and Mike Arnet-third
place Recitation of a Literary
Passage.
In all the foreign language students received 22 blue ribbons, 12
red ribbons and three white ribbons.
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Services for Mrs. Clara Thweatt Thorn will be today at 2 p.m. at
Dexter Church of Christ, where she was a member. John Hicks will
officiate. Hoyt Cleaver Jr. will direct the Dexter church singers.
Pallbearers will be Barry Darnall. Jeff Thorn, Stacey Underhill,
Mark Thorn, David Thorn and Joe Pat Thweatt.
Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery with arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.
Mrs. Thorn. 76, RL I. Ahno. died Tuesday at 12:33 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
. She was preceded in death by her husband, Claud Thorn, and one
daughter, Norma Dene Darnall.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Clarissa Willey and husband,
Michael. Nashville, Tenn.; two sons, Jackie Thorn and wife, Jane
Ann, and Arvis Thorn and wife, Martha, Rt. 1, Almo; one sister, Mrs.
Wilma Stone and husband, James, Empire, Mich.; one brother, Willard Thweatt and wife, Inez, Rt. I. Almo; seven grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren.
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Autopsy awaited in death
of man in smelly garden

e stuns, 12
thons.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
76-year-old man who collapsed
in his yard gave off fumes that
sickened a dozen paramedics and
hospital workers. A coroner said
garden chemicals may have been
to blame.
Frank Kulczynski collapsed
while working in his tomato garden Monday in McKeesport,
about live miles south of
Pittsburgh.
Paramedics said Kulczynski
bled from his mouth and sores
.opened on his skin as they tried
to revive him. Allegheny County
Coroner Joshua Perper said the
man's skin began to peel after his
death.
An autopsy performed Tuesday
showed Kulczynski apparently
suffered a heart attack, Perper
said.
However, there was also blood
in Kulczynski's stomach and in a
Tortion of his small intestine.
leading Perper to believe that
other factors may have contributed to the man's death.
"1 think it's a combination of
events," Perm said.
A final cause of death will not
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he determined until result? from
toxicology and bacterial tests are
available, Perper said.
Two hospital technicians and
two paramedics were hospitalized
overnight and released Tuesday.
Eight others were treated briefly
Monday night. Their complaints
ranged from dizziness to irritated
eyes, rashes and difficulty
breathing.
One emergency worker said
Kulczynski smelled like chlorine,
while another compared the
man's odor to ammonia.
Perper said he thought the
chemicals Kulczynski was using
contributed to his death, hut his
office released no ruling Tuesday
and could not provide names of
the chemicals.
Zorrie Kulczynski said her
husband appeared to he healthy
shortly before he began to work
in his garden.
In Riverside County, Calif., a
female cancer patient died Feb.
19 and emitted noxious fumes in
an operating room. Six people
were sickened by the fumes.
Their cause has not been
revealed.
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Mrs. Wayne Blalock Bynum

Mrs. Clara Thweatt Thorn
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Mrs. Wayne Blalock Bynum. 67, Rt. 1, Mayfield. died Tuesday at
Our Lady of the Lake Hospital. Baton Rouge, La.
She was a member of Cuba Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Norman Blalock, her
second husband. Bruce Bynum, one son. Edward Blalock, and one sister, Effie Mae Morgan. She was the daughter of the late Ernest Morgan and Norma Laverne Henley Morgan.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Hurt, Mayfield; two
sons, Jerry Blalock and Ricky Blalock, Zachery, La.; five sisters, Mrs.
Sue Arnett, Paducah, Mrs. Ernestine Henry, Fulton, Mrs. Dorothy
Bazzell, Murray. Mrs. Jean Warren, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Alline
Savage, Ocean Springs, Miss.; five brothers. Bob, Ronald, James Earl,
and Glendale Morgan, all of Wingo. and Jimmy Morgan, Warren,
Mich.; 10 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Al Cobb will officiate.
Pallbearers will Bill Colhurn, Robbie Colburn, Tony Blalock, Timmy Blalock, Joshua Blalock, Michael Hurt, and Brian Hurt, all grandsons. Burial will follow in Cuba Baptist Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

William Polk Story
,William Polk Story. 76, Puryear. Tenn., died Wednesday at 7:17
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had served for 25 years as assistant manager of Carter Sales and
Services at Paris, Tenn. An Army veteran of World War 11, he was a
member of North Fork Baptist Church.
Born June 8, 1917, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Deck Story and 011ie Paschall Story. Also preceding him in death
were three sisters, Mrs. Opal Kuykendall, Mrs. Winnie Doughty, and
Mrs. Demplc Hays,,and one brother, Hafford Story.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edith Myers Story, to whom he
was married on Feb. 3, 1973; one sister. Mrs. Chester Wilford, Mayfield; several nieces and nephews.
'The funeral will he Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Tlazel. Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Garnett Shelton Colley
Mrs. Garnett Shelton Colley. 79. Lafayette, I.a., formerly of the
Sell City community, died Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at Lafayette.
Her husband, Burley Colley. and one son, Robert Colley, preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late West Swift and Ella
McCullan Swift.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Sue Edwards, Carenco, La.:
one son, Grant Colley, Rt. I, Sedalia; two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Ray,
Tri City, and Mrs. Rudell Lemons, Nlaytield; half sister, Mrs. Lillie
Carter, Paducah; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will he Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Phillip Reed will officiate.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may all at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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War map at high price
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NEW YORK (AP) — A few
days after leading the attack on
Pearl Harbor. Commander Mitsuo
Fuchida dipped his calligraphy
brushes into colored inks and
sketched a detailed map depicting
_the bombing that plunged Japan
into war with the United States.
The document was begun at
sea and completed after the aircraft carrier Akagi returned to
Japan. Fuchida presented the map
to Emperor Hirohito at a palace

briefing at Dec. 27, 1941. three
weeks after the attack.
The map. creased with age but
its colors still bright, is being displayed by Sotheby's. which will
offer it for sale May 1 as "one of
the most important recently discovered documents of World War
Sotheby's vice president Selby
Killer estimated a sale price of
S100,000 to S150,(100. with "thc
potential to go a lot higher."

Rights being debated
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
conflicting rights of anti-abortion
demonstrators to free speech and
abortion clinic patients and
employees to safety from harassment are king debated before the
Supreme Court.
The court was to hear arguments today in a closely watched
case from Melbourne, Fla., in
which it must decide how far
courts and government officials
may go in restricting protests outside abortion clinics.
The nine justices will cast their

initial votes behind closed doors
Friday, but they are not expected
to announce their decision until
late June.
No matter its content, the decision likely will fan the emotional
national debate over abortion at a
time when violence at abortion
clinics has included bombings,
fires, and even a munkr.

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning

President Nixon
given homage by
President Clinton

latereit Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Call Now For More InforweaSon
On Tax-deferred Ammons:

YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP)
- Casting aside generational and
political differences, President
Clinton led the nation in paying
homage to Richard Nixon.
"May the day of judging President Nixon on anything less than
his entire life and career come to
a Close," Clinton said in his eulogy Wednesday.
The president and first lady
.Ilillary Rodham Clinton sat stiffly. in the front row, far right —
alongside former Presidents
(;ere •,11,ush, Ronald Reagan,
Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford and
their wives.
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Dance theatre company presents annual show
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Dance Theatre will be performed
years and and years of expenence Ic attend dance classes in order t#
Shirley T. Johnson,Chrisuane MyrPerforming in A Baker's Dozen
How can a dance company have a
April 28 through 30, starting at
The
stamina.
and
skill
their
impro•e
join. You simply need the desire to
ick, Loreal Smith, Jerald Tharpe,
baker's dozen of dances? The Mur- Assortmeru of Dance Theatre are
in the Robert E. Johnson
p.m
to
like
you
whether
step.
first
best
all
from
students
and
We
have
Wheat
dance'
Amy
Rebecca Vesta:4,
ray State University Dance Theatre company members: Jill Bullen, Stewant to dance, is to Theatre, kx:ated in the Price Doyle
you
or
watch
some
as
well
as
majors
different
Whitlow.
Amy
director.
phen
arusuc
Birmingham. Kandy Carstens,
Company dues
community members who are in- conic see the show! We have a Fine Arts Center, on the Murray
When asked about the requireKelly D. Chinn, Nicole Cooper,
Jean Elvin explains.
State campus. For reservations, call
volved in dance company. Corn- w hole assortment to share with you.
ment of joining Dance Company,
"A baker's dozen is a group of 13. Patricia J. Crider, Jean M. Elvin,
oj
Assortment
762-4421
Dozen
Baker's
A
to
have
encouraged
are
members
to
PanY
Eh in said You don't need
This is ow 13th annual produc- Kelly Freeman, Debbie Higdon,
tion, which showcases an entertaining assorunent of 13 dances. It is a
former custom among bakers to add
an extra roll to every dozen purchased as a safeguard against possibility that 12 rolls might weigh
lighL
"In this case, our title A Baker's
Dozen Assortment ofDance Theatre
hints at the wide variety of styles
you might find in a bakery
assortment.
'iI wouldn't describe any of our
dances as 'weighing light' in terms
of entertainment and cultural value,
but in these thirteen dances, we
certainly have an assortment of
styles diverse enough to please
everyone in our audience.
"It's a way of keeping our customer happy - whether one's talking
about doughnuts or dances," Elvin
(2,TOYOTA
said.
The dances, which include dance
theatre, musical comedy, modern,
dance, plus the influences of ballet,
hip-hop, and jazz, are choreographed by faculty, guest artists,
and students.
Guest artist Douie Lester-White,
a former Broadway dancer in musical theatre in New York City, has
choreographed two dances for the
show. The first,Production Code,is
a tap dance choreographed to rhyming text on the "do's and don'ts" of
movie making in the 1930s, The
,64tv
46
second, Dixieland One-Step is a
lively and entertaining dance with
per month for 36 mo
all the energy of a New Orleans
street parade.
Lester-White returned to Kentucky after 26 years to work with the
dancers in NISU's Dance Company..
Her previous visit was to Louisville,
as a performer, in 1968. She and
Elvin met in California during LesI38590
ter's first job in a modern dance
4 cyl.. automatic, air, tilt wheel, cruise, power windows,
company, which involved many
power locks, AM.FM cassette, rear window defogger. floor
early morning performances for
mats, dual air bags. mud flaps. raise center arm rest.
children,
school
elementary
no closed end lease with 11.500 down cash or trade Residual 111.28288 Tax
••36
throughout the San Francisco Bay
license extra 15,000 miles per year
Area. She currently lives in Redwood City, Calif., where she
teaches dance and choreographs for
the Civic Light Opera of San Jos,
Nancy Safian, also a guest artist,
has choreographed a humorous
group dance called The Long
Good-bye. This dance is about the
extended process of leaving a party
and is set to rollicking Klczmer
music. Her second dance is A
Dream Explained which combines
text and movement, in a humorous
post modern solo.
Safian moved to Murray last fall,
with her husband, Mark, who is
finishing a degree at Murray State.
She is teaching dance through the
Artist in-Residence Program of the
4 eyl.. autornaue, air. power steering.
1430785
Kentucky Arts Council.
AM/FM cassette, rear window defogger.
4 cyl.. 4-speed manual transmission. air. AM/FM cassette,
pin striping, dual air
Before moving to Murray, she
carpeted floor mats, right hand mirror, rear window defogger.
"30 ma.dosed end lease with 1500down =eh ow Vide-111.0000107.470.44.
lived in Baltimore for two years,
)00
••36 mo closed end leaar with $500 down cash or trade. Residual 415.463 00 Tao At
where she taught at Garrison-forest
license extra. 15.000 miles per year.
School, and independent all-girls
school. Originally from New York
State, Safian has toured nationally
*4 2
with the modem dance company,
A vodah.
BED PICK UP
Elvin's choreography includes
The Mystery Piece a light-hearted
dance which uses masks and opens
the show. Her dance We Each is a
beautiful but melancholy tango for
seven women. Poppy Girl, dedicated to her father, is a solo about
the feeling of being outdoors in the
hills and fields of wild California
golden poppies.
/ler choreography also includes
Sunday Afternoon Tap Trio. Elvin
has been artistic director of the
NISU Dance Theatre Company for
three ycars, starting with Dance
Theatre #11. She moved to Murray
from Los Altos, Calif. where she
taught in local dance studios and
directed her own dance company.
She has also performed professionally with modern dance companies in Chicago. Ill. and in modern
and classical Chinese dance companies in Tempe, Ariz. where she
earned her Master of Fine Arts
degree in dance performance and
choreography.
Brett Mizzen
Michael Duncan
Russ Dandeneau
Jayne Musser
Two of the dances in the program
Sales
Sales
SeAes
Rental Agent
are collaborations between Elvin
and the students performing them.
The solo Still I Rise will be performed by Nicole Cooper and was
created by Elvin and Cooper, to a
poem by Maya Angclou.
Patricia J. Crider will perform a
monologue with action entitled The
Theory of Life, Part One. This
dance-theatre piece uses text by
Don Nigro, taken from Note'sfrom
the Mowed Grange. The choreography and blocking are created by
Elvin and Crider, directed by Elvin.
Two student choreographers,
Brent Smith and Kelly D. Chinn,
have created three dances in the
concert. Smith's Trees is a lyrical
dance based on observations of
nature. Chinn's If! Was Yours is a
high energy group dance using a
Hwy. 641 South • (502) 753-4961
jazz style and Janet Jackson's music.
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SECTION B
Spinners! wants stories
about Murray's history
"The Spinners!" arc looking for a
few good stories.
Well, maybe more than "a few."
The national-known storytelling
troupe based at the National Scoutmg Museum is looking for 150
stories to help celebrate Murray's
Sesquicentennial: one story for
each year of the city's existence.
"We're looking for any story
about the places, people and events
of Murray and Calloway County.
from its beginnings up until the
present," sad project director Jay
Overton. Stories passed on by
family and friends arc best.
"The history of a place is a set of
stories about the people,and this is a
good way for us to participate in th
Sesquicentennial," said senior
storyteller Bob Valentine. The four
professional tellers and their interns
and apprentices have performed in
the Museum since 1986,tour almost
40,000 miles each year, and have
recently appeared on network television.
The storytellers can only accept
stories in written form. They can't
take stories over the phone, although audio taped stories may be
accepted if the teller has trouble
writing. Whatever form is used to
submit the story, it cannot be returned to the sender. "We just don't
have the time and the staff to.do

that,"said Overton.
The stories will be edited and
adapted for storytelling by the Spinners, including Museum staffer and
historian Steve Ross. The tales will
then be told at public gatherings.
such as the Scottish Heritage Festival in September. and some of the
stories may be told over WKMSFM radio.
Plans are also being made to have
a special "swap meet" for Murray
Stories at the Third Freedom Fest
Storytelling Festival on July 3.
"We're hoping to save some great
stories before they are lost to the
next generation," said Overton.
Scouting Museum Director Mark
Hunt is offering a free pass to the
Museum for anyone who sends a
story for the project. "It's something
we can do to help encourage people
to share their piece of history." said
Hunt. The Museum is celebrating
the 100th birthday of Norman
Rockwell with special exhibits of
the famous illustrator's original
work.
. Anyone interested in sharing a
story of Murray can send a story to.
Stories of Murray, National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Who knows: your
story could become part of Murray's
permanent history.

YOuNG LeugeP & T mes pioto
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry (seated) signs a proclamation declaring the
week beginning May 2 as Murray Tourism Week. Shown with Cherry are
(from left) Scott Seiber, chairman of the Murray Tourism Commission;
Anne Adams, executive director of the commission; and Emily Wesley,
also of the tourism commission.
MARK

Murray junior's art
picked to advance
Jerry Hobbs' composition. a
pencil sketch entitled "Sweet
Dreams Son," has been selected
to advance to the second round of
the First Congressional District
Art Competition.
Judging of participating high
school students' work occurred
Saturday, April 23 at the Legion
Theater in Mayfield. The contest
is sponsored annually by Representative Tom Barlow.
"The skill and commitment
these students have made in their
art classes is very admirable, and
I want to thank each one of them
and their teachers for taking the
time to participate in this year's
contest," said Barlow.
Hobbs is a junior at Murray'

High School. His work will
advance to the second round of
judging, which will take place in
Hopk insiv ille.
Four compositions were
selected in Mayfield and four at
the other first round site, which
was at Lindsey Wilson College in
Columbia. The eight first-round
semifinalists':vvOrk will be on
display all this week at the
Nationsbank Building in
Hopkinsville.
The First District finalist will
be announced at the awards banquet in Hopkinsvillc on Saturday.
April 30. The winning composition will then be displayed in the
United States Capitol Building in
Washington. D.C.

Shareholders of Peoples First
Corp. Tuesday approved a plan to
give the board of directors the
right to triple the number of
outstanding shares of common
stock and to issue preferred
stock. They also elected seven
directors and approved a sttxk
incentive plan for management.
The vote increased the authorized number of common shares
from 10 million to 30 million.
More than 7 million shares are
outstanding now.
The new common shares could
be used in a stock split, to raise
additional capital or finance
acquisition of more banks. The
up to 6 million shares of preferred stock authorized under the
plan could also be used for similar financing, but frequently the
move is used to guard against
hostile takeover.
The new incentive plan sets
aside up to 10 percent of the
shares in the company for use
options and other bonuses for
management of the holding corn-

pany and its subsidiary banks.
The incentive plan is nearly out
of shares.
Elected to three-year terms as
directors were Walter Apperson,
William Dibert, R.E. Fairhurst,
Dennis Kirtley, Aubrey Lippert
and Allan Rhodes Jr. Elected to a
one-year term was Gathiel
Baker. All were previous directors except Kirtley and Baker,
who were directors of First Kentucky Bancorp. Peoples recently
completed an acquisition of the
Central City savings bank.
At the bank holding company's
annual meeting, Lippert, chairman and chief executive officer,
told shareholders that Peoples
First planned to double its size in
the next three to five years
through continued acquisitions.
With the completion last month of
the First Kentucky deal, Peoples
has assets of more than $1 billion.
It also has announced a pending merger with the parent of
Liberty Bank of Mayfield.

CCMS match team second
at Austin Peay competition
On April 19th, four Calloway
County Middle School students
were among 175 mathematicians
competing at the eighth annual
Austin Peay Sue University Middle
School Math Competition.
Students from 27 Kentucky and
Tennessee Middle Schools gathered
Tuesday. Calloway Middle School
t misficil second overall. Laurie

Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

CiNSLE
VLS-1-3N

The team recently finished fourth
at Murray State University's Algcbra Contest. There were 35 high
schools and middle schools cm:moing.

MDO Trike-a-Thon
to help St. Jude's
continue the hospital's programs
of research, patient care, and education into childhood cancers and
other ctastrophic diseases.
What makes this event so
unique is that it is designed to
expose pre-schoolers to using riding toys safely through a week
Long fun activity and provides a
parent-awareness program that
involves the parents in safe beha
vior practices to help ensure their
child's well-being.
Cancer is the leading disease
killer of American children, and
Si. Jude Hospital is the- leading
cancer center for the conquest ot
these killers.

Si. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
announced that Joetta
minister of Preschool & Children
at First Baptist Church, and Pam
director, and Bea Cornett
Anil Anne Miller Taylor, teachers
lor Mothers Day Out, have
agreed to conduct a "Bring A
Bike Day" Trike-A-Thon with
their pre -sc hooters.

call Today
Professional
Real Estate
"I want your
real estate business"
Dr. VI Miller (left), dean of the Murray State University Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, presented awards to four
Murray State faculty and staff members for their contributions at the
6th annual adult students honors banquet at HSU March 25. Receiving
awards were (from left) Roberta Garfield, director of MSU health services, on behalf of her department, an honorable mention award; Helen
Roulton, assistant professor of English, honorable mention award; Dr
Dannie Harrison, assistant dean, College of Business and Public
Affairs, Continuning Education's special award; and Dr. Gary Jones,
professor of math and statistics, outstanding professor award.

MEET THE NEW OWNERS

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

AM/
°Mee
Located Inside
Jet Smith Carpet
1103 Northwood Dr.

Let me list your
home today!

RALLY Your Way
To A Beautiful
Garden This Year.
Model 95025

Rear Tine
Tiller

Iái

$57995

(

William and Theresa Trovillion

MURRAY CABLEVISION
CUSTOMERS

Witte and Kenny Ernstberger finished first and second respectively
while teammates Erica Stickler and
Ty Ficbig finished 13th and 48th.

This event, now in its seventh
sear, was developed by St. Jude
with the help of early childhood
development specialists.
The "Bring A Bike DayTrike-A-Thon raises funds to

Ricky Boyle of Calloway County High School has been named the recipient of the Mary Alice Trotter Scholarship from the Murray Chapter of
Professional Secretaries International. Mr. Boyle, who plans to attend
Murray State University and major in business next year, will receive
S150 to be applied toward his education. Mr. Boyle is an honored student and very active on both academic and extra curricular levels. He Is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Boyle of RR2, Murray.

Peoples First stock
tripled; directors named

The four students competing in a recent math competition were, left to right,
Erica Stickler, Kenny Ernstberger, Ty Flebig, and front, Laurie Witte.

William and Theresa have recently acquired
SeruiceMasterx professional janitorial services.
/-

t'jflC.JPISj,Jtl
Resilient Floor Maintenance • Sanitizing
Carpet Maintenance Programs 4 Walls
Janitorial Services • Upholstered Furniture
Window Cleaning + Soil Proofing
Spot Removal • Static Proofing

"Trust ServiceMaster To Polish
Your Company Image."

9

• 5 HP, Briggs & Stratton Engine
• 17" Tilling Path
• Counter-Rotating Rear -Tines Throw Dinl Forward To Be
Refilled For Maximum Efficiency
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• Forward And Reverse Transmission With Handle-Mounted
Controls
• Chain Drive

Murray Home B Auto
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Mason returns to Racers

i

MSU's Nutt, seniors setting strict guidelines

•

1

STEVE PARKERLeeiger & Times photo

Mason, shown on the bench after catching his first TD pass as
a Racer, has received a second chance.
Norman

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Considering his first collegiate
pass reception went for a touchdown, playing football at Murray
State came easy for Norman
Mason during his brilliant freshman season.
Head coach Houston Nuu is
about to change that.
Using words like "boot camp"
and "around-the-clock checks".
Nuu met with Mason and his
mother this morning to discuss
Mason's conditions for rejoining
the Racer football team after a
Calloway County grand jury
declined to return indictments
against Mason and five other
Murray State students charged in
an alleged sexual assault in
March.
"I met with the eleven seniors
(Wednesday)," Nutt said Thursday morning, "and they said,
'Coach, get him back as long as
he understands that he has to do
it your way.—

Senior Marcus 1Cimbrell said aling to the NCAA to have
the seniors will be keeping a
Mason in 1994.
close eye on Mason.
"I don't know if we can get
"He's going to have to follow
him back this year, but these are
strict guidelines that we'll make very - unusual circumstances."
up for him," said Kimbrell, an
Nutt explained. "We'll present
all-OVC guard from Tallahassee, that to the NCAA and the OVC
Fla. "He can't step out of line at office."
all. He can't miss one class or
According to Nutt, the NCAA
he's gone. He can't miss study has a one semester rule that
hall or he's gone.
allows every athlete to layout one
"He's a good player and 1 semester. Nutt said he is not sure
think he could be a good guy if -of the rule but will write the
he just gets his priorities NCAA for clarification.
straight."
"That's an outside to slim
Mason, charged with one count chance," Nutt admitted. "The key
of sodomy, spent 50 days in is getting him in school and getMcCracken County jail, forcing ting his life back on track."
him tosplirop all classes in the
As a freshman, Mason, was the
spring saffliester. Nutt said Mason team's third-leading receiver
will be reinstated to the football despite missing the first two
team, but the only question is games with a knee injury. The
when he will be eligible to play. Paducah Tilghman graduate
Considering Mason enrolls in caught 24 passes for 460 yards
for an average of 18.4 yards per
summer school and maintains a
catch.
good academic standing, he will
play in the 1995 season. HowevNutt refers to Mason as a "difference maker" who makes the
er, Nutt said that he will be appe-

Murray beats Marshall,
Lakers split with Heath
Murray took a pair of 7-2 wins
over Marshall County in high
school tennis action Wednesday
at home while Calloway split a
home match with Heath.
In boys play, Murray's only
singles loss at at No. 2, where
Brent Keller suffered an 8-4
defeat; and at No. 3 singles,
where Jeremy Hunt and Jason
Rouse fell 8-4.
In other matches. Michael
Hornback took an 8-0 win at No.
1 singles; Hunt wor19-7 at No. 3;
Joel Johnson and Roil* both won
8-4 at No. 4 and No. 5, respectively; and Adam Grogan won
8-1 at No. 6. In doubles, Keller
and Hornback won their match
8-0 while Grogan and Johnson
won the No. 2 doubles match 9-8
(10-8).
On the girls side, Murray's

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

only losses were at No. 3 singles,
where Ellen Uddberg took an 8-6
loss; and by Mary Kay Howard in
an exhibition match, 6-4.
In other matches, Caroline Trawick won 8-0 at No. 1, Mary
Maddox and Poppy Hogse..i each
won 8-2 at No. 2 and No. 4 singles, respectively; and Leigh
Havcrstock and Emma Shaw took
8-0 wins at No. 5 and No. 6. In
exhibition matches, Rebecca
Miller won 6-4 and Jenny Leary
won 6-2.
In other doubles matches,
Havcrstock and Uddbcrg won 8-2
at No. 1 and Hogsed and Shaw
took an 8-5 victory at No. 2.
Murray plays at Mayfield
today.

Murray State and Kentucky
engaged in a slugfest Wednesday
at Central Hardin High School in
Elizabethtown as the teams combined for 12 home runs in a 21-9
UK win.
UK took a 2-0 lead in the top
of the first inning before Murray
State's Keith Gallagher crushed a
three-run homer in the bottom of
the first to give the Thoroughbreds a 3-2 edge.
That was short-lived, however,
as the Wildcats countered with
eight runs in the top of the second to take a 10-3 advantage, and
the Thoroughbreds were never
able to come closer than six runs
from that point.
UK had nine homers in the
game and 20 base hits, while
Murray State had three homers

Calloway tennis
Calloway's girls took a 6-3
STEVE PARKER Ledge' & Times

Star players seeking NBA title
Playoffs get
started tonight
in East, West
The Associated Press
Three teams have won the last
seven NBA titles, leaving a host
of star players still looking for
that elusive championship ring.
The list includes the four big
men — David Robinson, Hakcem
Olajuwon, Shaquille O'Neal and
Patrick Ewing — who made
1993-94 the Year of the Center in
the NBA.

photo

Mary Maddox, Murray High's No. 2 singles player, stretches to make a return in an earlier match. She won
her match 8-2 against Marshall County on Wednesday.

II See Page 3B

Also on the list are perennial
all-stars like Charles Barkley,
Clyde Drexler, John Stockton,
Karl Malone and Danny
Manning.
"From Day 1, my goal was to
win a championship," said
Ewing, who was 7 years old
when New York won its first
NBA title in 1970. Now in his
ninth season with the Knicks,
Ewing leads them into the first
round of the playoffs Friday night
against New Jersey.
New York is the second seed
in the Eastern Conference behind
surprising Atlanta, which plays
host to Miami in their opener
tonight.

III See Page 3B

UK's bats
hand MSU
21-9 loss

SPRING SPORTS

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

big plays. In his first-ever game,
he caught a 22-yard touchdown
pass in the Racers' 17-14 win
over Southeast Missoun.
His next action on the football
field will not involve a football.
"First, he owes us a Racer
Reminder for missing the midnight curfew," said Nutt, referring to the night of the alleged
assault.
Nutt uses a Racer Reminder to
discipline players that break team
rules. It involves a player running
250 yards, diving on his stomach
every five yards. "By the last 50
yards they usually start to get the
message," said Nutt.
"To get back in the good
graces of his-teammates he owes
us a Racet Reminder. So sometime today he's going to be on
the field."
However, a Racer Reminder
won't compare to spending a
month and a half in jail cell.

NBA Playoffs
Alp T,mes COT
FIRST R01.040
(Best ol 5)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanta vs. Warn'
Thursday. April 26
0.1,ams at Atlanta. 6 pm (IBS)
San Antonto vs. Utah
Thursday. April 28
Warn at San Antonio. 8.30 pm (TBS)
Orland. vs Indiana
Thursday, Apett 28
Indiana at Orlando. 7 p.m. (TNT)
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Seattle vs Donee,
Thursday. April 28
(:)•nvy at Seattle, 030 pm (TNT)

"I play basketball because it's
fun, but I also play because I
want to win," said Manning,
traded to the Hawks from the Los
Angeles Clippers on Feb. 24.

'When I say 'win,' I mean win a
championship. When I win one
championship, I'll want to win
another one."
In other playoff openers
tonight, Indiana is at Orlando in
the East, while it's Denver at
Seattle and Utah at San Antonio
in the Western Conference.
On Friday. it's New Jersey at
New York and Cleveland at Chicago in the East and Portland at
Houston and Golden State at
Phoenix in the West.
Orlando, making its first playoff appearance in its five-year
history, has put rookie Anfemee
Hardaway at point guard, replacing Scott Skiles.

II See Page 3B

Erickson comes from
nowhere for no-hitter
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

Scott Erickson led all majorleague pitchers in three categories last season — all the wrong
onesErickson, a ,19-game loser in
1993, threw the second nohitter of 1994 and Minnesota's
first in 27 years Wednesday
night as the Twins defeated the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-0 in
Minneapolis.
Last season, Erickson led the
majors in losses (19), hits
allowed (266) and runs allowed

After bursting on the scene in
1990 wearing his black stirrups
just above his shoctops, and
sprinting to the mound to start
every ininng, Erickson was 20-8
for the Twins in 1991.
Since then, however, his
career had drooped as low as
his socks.
He was 9-24 in his last 40
starts and entered Wednesday's
game with a 7.48 ERA with
opponents batting .384 against
• See Page 38

Mets need nearly five hours to dispatch Padres
The Associated Press
The more-the New York Mets
missed chances to win, the more
manager Dallas Green made
moves to his depleted bullpen.
After nearly five hours,
though, Green and the Mets got a
break. Fernando Vina singled

St. Louis Cardinal
Baseball Trip
SF. Giants vs. St lours Cards
rvrtir•li,rrtt

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

753-4703

ball. We probably could have
won it five different innings."
Green used five pitchers. He
mktieve used Mike Maddux, too,
but he was unavailable; the
reliever broke his left big toe
when he kicked a dugout step
after giving up two runs in Tues-

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

June 4 -Return June 5
14.'11 I

home the deciding run with two
outs in the bottom -of the 15th
inning Wednesday night, and
New York beat the San Diego
Padres 3-2.
"Great baseball game. That's
all I can say," Green said. "We
didn't play good situation base-

Sunday Afternoon Game
Trip Also Includes
'Visit St Louis Arch Grants Form & other

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
AA3n Fri
7-5
Sat 7 Noon

points of InlereSt
•Lombett $ Re0CturOol in Sikeston MO
on return trip home
Excellent Bus & Hotel Accomodations

Call 442-5504 • Bill Scott

* **

414..

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

*

******

an-vavaseriserWINWINVIONK•Hn*"'

day night's 6-3 loss to the Padres.
"It will heal itself." Maddux
said. "I did everything today. I
ran. I don't forsee, hopefully, any
problems."
The game at Shea Stadium
took 4 hours, 57 minutes and
ended at 12:35 a.m. EDT.

"They left it all out there on
the field, both ballclubs. The
relief pitching was outstanding.
None of the pitchers gave an
inch," said Padres manager Jim
Riggleman, who used six
pitchers.

Golf

Scet"

9 Holes
$3.00
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes
$7.00

Par 3 Golf
Center
Sports
&
• Golf lessons Avooloble •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf
753-1152

Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes

$1, $2, & $350 Buckets
$1.75

Batting Range
N 16th St

504
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Murray Heat gets off to 3-1 start
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The Murray Heat, a youth traveling team, opened the season last
weekend with three wins and one loss in the Paducah.Magic roundrobin.
On Saturday, Vienna, Ill., defeated the Heat 12-7. J.D. Thicke
led the Heat hitters with a double and single.
In Saturday's second game, the Heat came back to beat the Paducah Magic .5-3. Thieke and Ryan Geib doubled and Mark Henson,
Thurman Foster and Ryan Seay also had hits.
On Sunday, the Heat defeated the Lone Oak Yankees 6-1 and the
Magic 6-1. Against the Yankees, Willie Moths and Gcib struck out
nine and allowed just two hits in six innings. Thurman Foster came
on in the seventh to complete the win. Foster also tripled. while
Matt Keel had two hits and Jeremy Weber tripled.
In the final game, Kyle Perry, Matt Keel and Thurman Foster
combined for a two-hitter. Clint Myatt had two doubles. Foster
tripled and singled and Scay doubled.
The Heat will play this weekend in the Paducah Tournament.

Carter sets record with 30 RBIs n April
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Toronto's Joe Carter set a major
first-inning
league record by driving in his 30th run in April
single in the Blue Jays' 11-3 loss to Texas. He had been tied with
Ron Cey (1977), Dale Murphy (1985) and Dave Winfield (1988).
Colorado's Andres Galarraga has 28 RBIs this month.

Jordan hit streak finally ends at 13
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) — Michael Jordan's 13-game hitting
streak ended with an 0-for-4 performance in Birmingham's 3-1 victory over Greenville in the Southern League. He's hitting .304 in
56 at-bats.

Vancouver will be next NBA franchise
NEW YORK (AP) — NBA owners unanimously approved a
Vancouver franchise, six months afterldmitting Toronto. Both will
begin play in the 1995-96 season.
The franchises must pay an entry fee of S125 million, nearly four
times the S32.5 million paid by the four expansion teams in the late
1980s. Vancouver owner Arthur Griffiths also owns the,. NHL's
Vancouver Canucks and a 20.(XX)-scat arena that is uncle'
construction.

Clippers withdraw offer for Dominique
The Los Angeles Clippers have withLOS ANGELES (AP)
drawn their original 58 million, two-year offer to forward Dominique Wilkins, his agent said. Steve Kauffman also said that Clippers executive vice president Andy Rocser acted unprofessionally
by trying to negotiate directly with Wilkins.

Huggins denies being contacted by Lakers
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Lniversity of Cincinnati coach Bob HugCINCINNATI (AP;
gins denied a report that the Los Angeles Lakers have spoken with
him about their coaching job. The New York Daily News reported
that Huggins met Tuesday with Lakers general manager Jerry West.

Raiders may move team to Orlando
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Los Angeles Raiders are engaged
in serious talks with Orlando. Fla., officials over the prospect of
moving there as early as this fall, the Los Angeles Daily News
said.

"He's really excited." Nutt
said. "He's glad to be out and he
has a whole nob lease on life. I
talked to him 38 or 40 times of
the 50 he was in jail and he's
changed. Sitting in a jail cell will
do that."
Nutt will have Mason in Murray over the summer; attending
summer schrx)I. lifting weights
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win over Heath Wednesday,
while the boys squad took a 7-2
loss.
For the Lady Lakers, Erin Grogan won 9-7 at No. 1 singles,
Alexia Schcmpp won 9-8 (7-5) at
No. 2, Ann Taylor lost 8-3 at No.
3, Elizabeth Blackford won 8-1 at
No. 4, Carrie Bell took an 8-2
loss at No. 5 and Kelly Travis
wen 8-0 at No. 6.
In doubles play. Grogan and
Schcmpp lost 8-3 at No. 1, but
the team of Taylor and Blackford
won 8-4 and Bell and Travis took
an 8-5 win in their match.

•This might be a long night.'
But I got stronger as I went
on.
As Erickson ran to the mound
for the ninth, the crowd of
17,988 stood and cheered. After
left fielder Alex Cole caught
the 27th out — narrowly avoiding a collision with shortstop
Pat Meares — Erickson was
mobbed on the mound.

MAJOR

FROM PAGE 2B
and 11 hits total. Robert Hunter
and Kurt Muskopf each hornered
for the 'Brcds while Mau Culp
had two hits.
For Kentucky, Calloway County graduate Pookie Jones had a
home run and Murray graduate
Chad Bazzell pitched an inning in
relief. Bernie Ysursa took the
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On the boys side. Calloway's
only wins were by Matt Roberts
at No. 6, 8-4, and by the team of
Andrew O'Rourke and Brad Wilson at No. 3 doubles, 8-3.
Other matches saw Peter
O'Rourke lose 8-0 at No. I singles, Chad Gray lost 1-1 at No. 2,
Scott Farmer fell 8-4 at No. 3,
Andrew O'Rourke dropped an
8-4 decision at No. 4 and Brad
Wilson fell 8-4 at No. S.
In other doulbes matches,
Roberts and Farmer lost 8-0 at
No. 1 and Peter O'Rourke and
Gray lost 8-6 at No. 2.
Calloway hosts Marshall County this afternoon.
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Murray State
Theis Thoroughbreds
Baseball
MSU vs. Tennessee-Martin
Saturday, April 30
Doubleheader, 1:30 p.m.

loss for Murray State.
The .Thoroughbreds, now
20-19, host Tennessee-Martin this
weekend with a doubleheader
Saturday and a single game Sunday, with action getting underway
both days at 1:30 p.m. at Reagan
Field.
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Sunday, May 1
1:30 p.m.
Admission: $2 adults, $1 children
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'94 JEEP WRANGLER
128 HP, 5 speed, power steering, tilt wheel.
reclining seats, rear seat, carpet, soft top graphics

'94 DAKOTA SLT LWB
V6, automatic, tilt, cruise, Akil/FM,Cassette,
chrome wheels, two-tone paint, air conditioning,
chrome bumper & more

Busch & Busch Light

$12,3972

31

Full size 8 pass van at a mini van price, Loaded
tilt, cruise power windovvslocks, sunscreen
glass styled wheels, remote entry & more

$400
'Plua to. I. process to. itclitrAo
Includes Doclgo Kid twow arot,caio
2 Inclocloo College pro:Juane cwia.c.ow

11111111
.12 Pack

MIX & MATCH

.

6 Pack
$289
99

Automatic, sunroof, tilt, cruise, AM/FM/Cassette
rear defroster, air conditioning, rear spoiler.
floor mats, radiant red

'94 RAM WAGON LE

$a49

S729
M 12 Pack
Milwaukee's Best
Everyday
Prices!
and
Low
Milwaukee's Best Light

$13,997"

April 30th Only!
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Insitrance.
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816,897
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Cain's*
Chrysler•Plytnouth-DodirJeopEagle
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. •(502) 75344411

$9

00
Four Six Packs $1 OFF
00
Five Loose Cases $1 OFF
MIX I MATCH

Loose Case

MX I MATCH

MIX II MATCH
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

'94 PLYMOUTH LASER
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$5.00
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and working.
"He's going to have an aroundthe-clock check," Nutt said.
"He's got a curfew and a he better be in class, working or in the
weigistroom. It's going to be like
boot camp."
Allen Johnson, also charged in
the March incident, was dismissed from the team prior to the
alleged sexual assualt and will
not be reinstated.

•Murray...
FROM PAGE 28
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•Erickson...
FROM PAGE 2B
him. Just two weeks ago, he
allowed 11 hits and 10 runs in a
four-inning stint against Seattle.
And before he even threw a
pitch, Erickson had a bad feeling about this one.
"I really didn't feel that
good before the game," he said.
"I took the field and the first
two guys hit bullets and I said,
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CLASSIFIED
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$5.00 Column Inch
isr% Oeceare ate OMR.
aes Inscowe
WIAO MN es ellhe Org Mew
$1.75 per column inch *Oro tor
Tuoackw 0Ihopping Guide).

010
020
025
030
040
050

RitCLCHILACII
254 per word, $5.013 rninirviurn
1 sl day.M per word per day lot
each oddilional consecutive
day. MIS extra lot Shogrpw
(Tues. OassMeds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 Leo for
blind box ads

Legal Notice
Nonce
Personals
Cord of lhonits
h Memory
Loe AFound
FARMERS MARKET
Form E quipment
Livestock & SjpØies
Paltry & Sipes
ProckJoe
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

.
4 $750 meo
y4 Sat
A $2 00 tee we be metered le fro:**
caw changes to ad age/ deaden*.

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 MOtille HOmoS for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots tor Rent
300
Business North:is
Wont To Rent
310
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Loose
360

470
480
4&5
490
495
500
510
520

060

SEARS
ft'4,:it'eatVit=le•

ALLIANCE

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thni Age $4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays tor
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guideOnes for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For free
Information cell:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'boa local dam *ennui
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Toes Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

in person at
Owen's Food
Market

Apply

(Doors open at 600)

of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Ha* Road. right on Sq Hsi* Road 1/4 mile
oci5N TO THE PUE3LIC NON Priorti ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

753-0466

Murray

Americas Second Car

• Uglp Duckling
I

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at dinetent ages for $4000 policy

MALE
$1116
14 08
18 28
23 32
'3140
41 48

age 5o
age 55
0911 60
or 65
sr 70
*se 75

FEMALE
$856
1060
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT 'to increase.

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

E

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4190
Neilonwide TOLL FREE
1-1100-455-41911

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cors
Vons
Used Trucks
Comport
Boats & Motors

Hsei
Wanted

$500 SIGN ON BONUS
0.T.R. DRIVERS- Good
pay bebefits-bonus 1991
and newer equipment
under new management
D.T S. Laurens, SC
1-800-964-8743.

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00arn-300pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiiery aids and services we available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

IMMEDIATE hire-victory
express (Dayton area), hiring inexperienced applicants for OTR drivers OUr
tuition-ire training will have
you earners; in one month
1-800-543-5033 for
Information

DRIVERS-Come for the
Money-Stay or the Stability. JB Hunt, one of
America's largest and most
successful transportation
companies, pays its drivers
some of the best salaries in
Inthe business
experienced persons cal
1-800-845-2197. Experienced drivers call
1-800-368-8538 J B Hunt
The Best Run For The Money EOE Subiect to drug
screen.

ANSWERING phones for DRIVERS/OTR $1,000
small businesses in local sign on bonus graranteed
area,$9/hr,full or part-time. get home, 6-10 days,
Start now. 502-329-0275. weekly pay, 1 yr OTR exp.
Class A CDL with Hazmat
APPUCATIONS being ta- EndorsementOpbonal to
ken for afternoon disOmer; 1. Loading or unhwasher. Apply at
loading 2 Running loads
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut. east of 1-81 3 Paid on
APPLICATIONS being ta- actual miles. Paschall
ken for experienced cooks Truck Lines, Inc. PTL
& waitresses. Apply in per- 800-848-0405, DEPT. 2A.
son or cal 4 Seasons Re- DUMPUN'S, 305 S 12th,
staurant in Hardin
wilt be interviewing for all
437-4505.
positions. Inquire after
$$AVON$$-Help pay your 2pm.
holiday bills! Earn
EARN up to $1000 weekly
$200-$2000/month. Sell processing mail Start now,
where & when you like Its
no experience, free sub
not just door to door anyplies, free information, no
more. 1-800-388-6311, obligation. Send SASE to
1-800-288-6311.
Ufetime, Dept 28. PO Box
AVON Representatives ur- 39, Bangs, Tx 76823.
gently needed. $2004400 EXPERIENCED waitress,
weekly potential Sell qual- afternoons, full-time/ partity products to repeat cus- time including weekends
tomers, homes, work- Apply in person after 3prn
places. Flexible hours, Ann's Country Kitchen
greet supplement income.
Free Training Samples, Kit FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
1-800-690-AVON.
demonstrators. No cash inBOOKKEEPING with good vestment. Part time hours
computer skills Full or perf- with full pay Two catalogs,
ume, depending on availaover 700 items. Call
bility. Salary commensu1-800-488-4875.
rate with experience &
skills Send resume to. PO FULLTIME parcel delivery
pox 1594, Murray, KY driver. Health insurance
42071.
furnished. No lay-offs
Send resume to: PO Box
COMMERCIAL cleaning
Sat Murray, KY 42071.
service needing part time
night weekend help Ap- FULL-TIME cashier evenpros 18 hrs, Mon-Fri. ing shift. Experienced at
1-800-860-7424 or gas station work.
753-3195.
753-9100.

LICENSED LIFE &
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED-Quality products.
high commissions with advance before issue lead
system, arid benefits (Must
qualify for advances & benCall
efits)
1-800252-2581
LOOKING for older woman
to keep infant in my home
Non-smoker. Christian,
provides own transportsbon 3-4 days per week
References required
759-1910
NOW taking applications
for service station attendant Must know how to do
minor car repairs Apply in
person at 641 Super Shell
NURSE needed for busy
physicians office MondayThursday Send resumes
to RI 3 Box 362 Murray
OTR Drivers Long Haul
Pay for Short Haul Carrier
Dixie Midwest. Franklin, IN
is expanding it's fleet Late
model convenbonals No
slip seating Guaranteed
home every 7-14 days Call
1-800 526-4001

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Tr000
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home f-urnerings
.
Antiques
Vocuurri Cleaners
Sewing Mocrines
Heovy EQUIPTIent
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musicol
Miscellaneous
T V & Roclio
Pets & Supplies

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

LOOKING for yards to
mow 753-6226, 753-4168
SEWING iotos wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
Business
Opportunity
FOR sale country ham and
wholesale meat business in
Murray
753-1827
759-2500
DECORATING DEN Is offering local franchise ownership opportunities If you
enioy decorating and want
to own your own business
call 1 606 329-1885
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building & all equipment 442-4758
120
Computers
286 TANDY Computer
color monitor & printer,
$800 obo Cal 436-2318 or
436-2845
PC Repair- upgraded training at your location
Hawkins Research,
753-7001
110
Want
To Buy

WANT to buy few acres for
small house 753-7257

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS WEST COAST 1990 12HP Murray riding
ROUTES-Full Medical mower. 38" cut. $500 obo
Benefits. Retirement Plan, Call 436-2528
Home Weekly , Safety 60X30 DESK & chair, moBonus- QUALIFICA- hogany top, $150 Call
TIONS Meet D 0 T Re- 753-1217
quirements, Call' Doug
R B Carriers Inc (812) AAPOST Frame Buildings
282-0384 or 800-457-6434 Size 24'x40x9' Eave Price
$5,072 plus freight Other
Jeffersonville, IN Terminal
sizes available Blitz BuilWAITRESS wanted Apply ders 1-800-628-1324
in person Hungry Bear ReANTIQUE dining suit, wiltsturant, Murray.
nut 9pc Reasonably prWENDY'S in Murray now is iced Camel back couch
hiring day-time, night-time, Business desk with black
all positions Must be able marble top All in excellent
to work weekends Apply in condition Call 753-3672 afperson .
ter 5pm
ACCEPTING applications AUTOMOBILE stereo sysfor light industrial positions. tem 1 pull out Kenwood
Apply in person: Murray 630CR with c/d changer
Employment Office, 1210 control 1 Majestic 100X4
Johnson Blvd . Murray, KY
chanel max power amplifier
and 2 MPX 10 box speakers with mids and tweeds.
070
$450 753 1826
Domestic
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Cell
Linda 759-9553

counseling psychology or social work.
Minimum starting salary $1,750/mo. Excellent fringe benefit package. Send resume to Danette Morton,Program Director, Western KY Regional MH/MR Bd.
Inc., 903 Sycamore Street, Murray, KY
42071. Open until filled. EOE

REAL ESTATE saw,
270 . Mobile Homes For Bale
365
For Sale at Lease
....... Home Loons
420
430
Real Estate
435
. Lake Property
440
Lots For Sow
450
Forms For Sale
460
Homes For Sole
MISCELIANFOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sale
Fa
vion
Trode
ted
Free Cok.rnn

Advertisers are requested lo
check the MI Insertion al
ItustrOds for any ewes. Moray
Lodger Ili /knee will be responsible OM only one Incorrect Ineeillon. My error
should b• repotted Immo:lately so corredlora cch be
made.

OFFICE HOURS,
.
Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Deadlansea we 2 cloys
is advance/

1ST
Peskin.
Wanted

ANTIQUES by the piece or
PART-TIME maintenance collections Call 753-9433
man Needs to be on call at after 5pm
all times Needs experi- CASH for mobile home
ence in plumbing. electri- ores & axles 436-2578,
cal, etc Inquires can be 901-644-0679
made at 753-1970
CASH paid tor good, used
RECYCLING Coordinator rifles, shotguns, and pos.
To develop total plan for tcils_ Benson Sporting
Henderson, Union and Goods. 519 S 12th,
Webster counties Reply to Murray
Recycling. C/O PO Box 4
WANT to buy: antique furHenderson, KY 42420
niture. glassware & china 1
piece or houseful Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30prn

CONVENANT TRANS- IMMEDIATE opening for
PORT FLEET IS EXPAND- alteration person in ladies
ING $500 Sign-On Bonus ready-to-wear. Send re
(after 90 days)LAST YEAR sume to: PO Box 1040 N,
OUR TOP TEAM EARNED Murray.
OVER $95,000. Starting at
27 to $.29 PER MILE. INNOVATIVE new beauty
PLUS BONUSES TO $.38 salon, located in heart of ALTERATIONS and rePER MILE. Paid insurance, town looking for bright pairs Rental gowns & tuxemotet/layover pay, loeding/ energetic cosmetologist to dos Ruth's See and Sew,
unloading pay. vacation. rent chair, 850/week Cal Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray. 753-6981.
deadhead pay, solos wel- sudey, 759-1874.
come, truck driving school
graduates welcome. REQUIREMENTS. age 23, 1
yr verifiable over-the-road,
OUTPATIENT THERAPIST position
Mos A CDL with Hezwdavailable in Murray.Provides wide range
Materials
ous
of treatment services, consultation/edu1 - 800•441•4394 .
8.m-Epm, M-F 9 s/m/-Spen,
cation, crisis intervention. QualificaSat/Sun. EDST
tions: masters degree in clinical or
DRIVERS- GET HOME
WITH THE RISING STAR!
OTR/Shorthaul opportunities, no slip seating, home
weekly (shorthaul), excellent pay/benefits. BURLINGTON MOTOR CAARIERS. 1-800-JOIN-BOAC.
EOE.

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
?CO
210
220
240
260
380
090

Nett
Wanted

9 BALL players for 7pm
Thursday & 2pm Sunday.
LOST in Cherry Corner Apply at Break Time Bilarea, Black & tan Dachs- lards, Dixieland Shopping
hund wearing blue nylon Center. Progressive jackcollar Answers to Ink* pot Also inquire about our
Childs pet, $25 Reward BCA sanctioned 9 ball
753-6253 after 5pm
league starting May 16th.
DRIVER-Small Private
Call 759-9303.
Company,Opening for regACCEPTING applications ional driver to haul steel on
for light industrial positions. flatbed $.29 mile, medical,
Apply in person Murray dental, retirement, credit
$1,000 weekly stuffing en- Employment Office, 1210 union. LandstarAJS Truckvelopes at home. No exper- Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY. ing 800-828-8338 Jon
ience Free information/
Hoover.
ACTIVITIES Director
supplies No obligation
DRIVERS, Over the Road,
Send self-addressed needed. Must be 55yrs old
or older & meet income conventional equipment
stamped envelope to: Horiguidelines. Call 753-0929 flats w/sides. 1 year experizon, Dept FF, PO Box
or come by Senior Citizens ence required Start 27-34
2149, Brownwood, TX
Office at 607 Poplar St, CPM. Benefits. Call
76804
Murray.
800-444-6648.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Knights

TRANSPORTATION

060

55 & OLDER part-brne
Apply in person at Rainbow
Snow, 1207 Chestnut,
PAGEANT. Girls age 4-19 Murray
for the 1994 Miss KY Coed/
Teen/Pre-Teen, Princess
Manufacturers Rep
Scholarship Pageant For
an application & more inforNational Co. needs
mation
Call
Sales Rep. presently
1-800-818-2225
calling on Industrial/
Commercial, Agricultural Accounts in the
KIckin' Kountry
N.W. Ky. Murray area.
MUSIC BASH
Expand with a full line
Sat urday. May 14. 1:00-7:30
of high performance
Beaut,tul Kaniaxa Stale Park.
lubricants. High comRam or Omit. Gail (502)
_474-2211 tor more internemissions and product
Pon. Presented by JIM
training HYDROTEX
Prorhotions.
1-800-999-4712
EoE

DELI HELP
NEEDED

insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

Help
Wanly/

753-2310

A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scandinavian, European. South
American Japanese High
School Exchange Students
arriving August Become a
host family/AISE Call
Emilie (502) 833-3229 or
1800-SIBLING

SERVICES
080
233
250
293
533

OW
070
090
100
110

ALLILLIIMENIS

753-1916

CA L

FMK Or PANT
He Wonted
Daresnc & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HENDO

Ankles
Far Sale

Appliance

BOGARD trudung and ex- SUN tanning beds new & WESTINGHOUSE electric
cavating. inc We haul lop used Financing available stove Call 753-1159
sod, gravel, fill dirt, while Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks,
rock, rip rap 759-1828
753-9274.
or
COMPLETE Satellite Sys- 1-800-540-9790.
tem, like new Call
SWIMMING pool distribu436-2486 after 6pm
SUPER single waterbed,
tor Must sell entire inven$75 753-9585
COOKWARE Quit doing tory of new 1983 pools
dinner parbes Exquisite 18 Huge 19X31 OD tamely210
piece surgical stainless WWI pool with sundeck
steel, waterless, grease- km* & filter Now only
Firewood
less sets New in Box! Life- $988 complete withsuntime warranty Were deck, fence & filter! FuN A FIREWOOD for sale
$1198, Now $347 Call financing' Call now 437-4667
Sam 1-800-852-3765
1-800-269-2873 ask for Jill. 753-1502
ESTATE SALE- Shady TANNING BEDS. ComOak Fishing Camp, Dou- mercial or home Discount
220
bleivide (only) Lake Wales, prices on popular Montego
Florida $15,000 OBO Call Bay Wolff Systems LoMusical
502-863-2033 after 6pm
tions, supplies, service. Financing on approval credit PIANO tuning John
INTERNATIONAL sterling
silverware set & case, 36yr 1-704-435-6860 or Gottschalk, 753-9600
1-800-762-3177 NC
old, like new, priced at half
Company
its value AT&T top of line
230
phone & answering ma- TEA length, white formal
chine New, never used wedding dress, size 10, &
Miscellsrwous
Can be seen Fri 8-4, Sat head piece 753-3469
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
8-2 at corner of Broad &
TOPPER for Iwb. asking CHURCH WEDDING-in
Goodman
$300 Kirby Heritage 2 vac- the Smoky Mountains GatLOSE WEIGHT FASTI cum cleaner Call 328-8037 linburg's Chapels (since
100% guaranteed' Only after 4pm
1980) No tests-no waning.
Photography, music, tim$21 95 Quit trying gimmicks that don't work Call TWO 4-drawer filing ca- ers, videography, recepWholesale Pharmaceuti- binets, one legal, one letter tions, limousines. Honeycal for information size $20/each Sturdy, moon suites (fireplaces,
1-800-340-3438 COD/ wooden computer printer heart shaped jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev.
VISA/MASTERCARD/ stand, $40 753-8091.
AMERICAN EXPRESS BEAUTIFUL bridal gown, Ed Taylor 1-800-346-2779.
Accepted
size 3/4 753-8091
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

ContinueCare, Inc. Home Health
is now accepting applications for

Home Health Aides

STAIR stepper- $250 new,
sell for $125 Large sectional sofa, $400 Large entertainment center with
bookshelves $100
Washer/dryer $225
753-0811

for Calloway Co. & Marshall Co. areas.

SUNOUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 LampsLotions -Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW. Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

Applications available at either office.
Excellent salary & benefits

For more infomution, call
Brenda Wilson, RN,
• Director of Nursing

Amy driou'
U Haul Or
lVfl Delwer

753-7000 Or
753-3113
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS-Be married in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods•Gallinburg No
blood lest or waiting penodi
Romantic honeymoon ca
bns witreplace and hot
tubs! 1.800-729-4365
A PERFECT WEDDING in
the original Smoky Mountain Wedding Chapels
Complete arrangementsvery reasonable Photos.
music, dowers, videos,
limo cabins receptions In
Dollywood Country'
1 800 262-5683

NOW

,

OPEN!!

Thelma's
Outdoor Flea
Market
SOP S. 12th SI
Friday-Sunday
Nave Your Yard Sale
At Our Location.
$a

per spoce/
1 tabie inciuded

Cal 759-9940 for
Information
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gadinburg s Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
service is rendered through
music, flowers photographs. videos and receptions 1-800-922 4573

DESTIN, FL, Pelican
Beach Resort-Pre Construction 2b, condom,nomums from mid
$140,000's Great opportunity to own truly affordable resort luxury Call
Adams Real Estate. Inc
1-800-654-1966
1
HERBAL for better health
For heart, kidney. blood
and for sex Information 5
enveloped Po Box 1584. c
Pans, Tn 38242

MEYERS Shallow well
pump with foot valve, $100 2
753-9585
7

Murray Transporl

Murray's Newest Truck Set
Owner Operator's Or FleeI
Services Offered Quarterfl
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel DI
Services • Insurance Claims
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insl
Maintained For DO T Insp
pliance Files Maintained In C
Regulations • Forms 2290(H,
Filed) • License Plates Ordi
Applied For Bill of Ladings
Whatever your paper work ni
For more Information plea

1-502-753-1434
We Make
Liowye Calls.
A
Home

104 N. 5th
(Walnut Plaza)
Murray, Ky.

Businec
a Bud

ConnnueCare, Inc is an Equal Opporturety Employer

Run this 2:d consister
fiedsevery day,includ
for S160 a month (pc
Of • ILNIMAVIIK

We are looking for men and women who can reflect our most important
objectives of producing quality products, valuing our customers,and ensuring
the safety and development of all our employees.

Call 753-1916

We will be hiring personnel in the following areas March through June. To
create a safe and desirable work environment for you, we conduct drug
screening on all potential employees.
•Processing Plant Production (All Shifts)
•Field Catching Crew Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
•Plant Sanitation Team Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
WE OFFER:
'Competitive Income
*Employee Insurance
•Paid Vacations
•Much More

*Weekly Pay Checks
•Day, Afternoon & Night Shifts
*Paid Holidays

SO
SA

fm

•Satellit
*Sales
*Service
•Systeir
•Servinl
Since
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SAT
,

-2es

For More Inforff
(502) 753.

APPLY AT: Department of Employment Services
319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday
E.O.E. M/F'/H

Murray's Only Ho
Operated Pest Co

e

PLUMLEY COMPANIES
A rapidly growing company is taking applications for fulltime positions. Permanent full-time positions for high
school graduates are available. Summer positions available
for college students and graduating seniors.
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
MONDAY through FRIDAY
PARK PLANT
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Good.fringe benefit package including incentive plan. Full
time and flexible hours positions available.
EEO/M/F

441

on

Serving Western KY Wit!
And Pest Control Seri

753-0

C

CN
Pie Dai/Itly

Perennial bc(Is
Wr also(10 laridsca
nig. trimming. .
leveling yards and

Cyndt & Charlie

753-2•

irr'S

S
•irv,

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

isisidimus

111111
slemitimm
i

H EN DO
Liken manure 1
dry The
yr Old
perfect organic gar

cr

deniri
Any

n,e6urn

Well Deliver

753-7000 or
753-3113
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Bs married in a
beaubful log chapel in the
woods•Gatlinburg No
blood test or wading period'
Romantic honeymoon ca
bins viviereplace and hot
tubs' 1-800-729-4365

1

GATLISIOURG Suritett
Iliaetheen8 esunten-top
vores. arapeos. balcony.
latohen. clubhouse pool*Laos April & lAss Sae
este inewalusi unlit Isid by Schweregen Erasepress Free Srouchure
1-800-242-4853. (205)
91111-5130

condominiums Indoor/
outdoor pools tennis and
morel Swing rates from
$347/week FREE BROCHURE 1-800 448 5653

RESORT PROPERTIES
MARKETING homesttes,
mobile home lots and
acreage across the USA
al for sale by owners BUY
Call
ERS
1-800
-480-BUYS, Seller*

NOW OPEN!!

I table ncluded

Coll 759-9940 for
Information

WEDDINGS
OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Smoky Moun,
tain flyer chapel. near Gat,
linburg Complete arrangements HORSE-DRAWN
CARRIAGE Cabins. Ja
cuzzis or Hot Tubs Charge
Cards accepted No tests,
no waiting HEARTLAND
1 800 448. VOWS (8697)

DESTIN, FL, Pelican
Beach Resort-Pre Construction 2br, condomnimums from mid
$140,000's Great opportunity to own truly afford
able resort luxury Call
Adams Real Estate. Inc
1-800-654-1966

Business
Services

28R. furnished a cerpeted
On .3 los Well & woo
system Reduced Won

SELLERS/
BUYERS. mobile horns
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Financial
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For
application
call
1-900-221 8204
BY owner 26X70 3br, den
with hreplace. 2 full baths,
central ha. large front &
back covered porches 2
acre lot 3 miles South of
Murray 24X24 shop
753-6962

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles'
doubles Financing avail
able Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Finan
cial Corporaeort'Kentucky
or
606 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1 800 221 8204

ogR pledge to you

If you
cornpare quality, insulation,
options and set up you will
find that we have the very
best value for your housing
dollarli Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc . Hwy 79E
Pans. TN 1 800-642 4891
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR Grogan s Trailer Park
Appliances & water turn
'shed
Coleman RE
753 9898

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

2BR in country very pri
vate Kids & animals ok
$250/mo Almo area
753 2985 Carolyn

270

Mobil*
Homes For Sale

2BR, New Concord area
$160/mo, $150 deposit
436-2619

12X50 2br, 1 bath, mobile
home Gas heat, $2.500
Call 436 5701 after 5pm
12X60 $2000 Must move'
435 4291

HERBAL for better health
For heart, kidney blood
and for sex Information
enveloped PO Box 1584,
Pans, Tn 38242

1982 24X56 FLEETWOOD
3br. 2 bath, cathednal ced
'rigs, appliances deck &
service pole Excellent condition Must be moved'
435 4638 after 5pm

MEYERS Shallow well
pump with foot valve $100
753-9585

1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br. 2 bath, central ha
753 4454
•

Murray Transportation Service
Murray's Newest Truck Service Dedicated To The
Owner Operator's Or Fleet Accounts
Services Offered Quarterly Fuel Tax Reporting
(Individual or Fleet)- Fuel Decals Ordered • Payroll
Services • Insurance Claims Handed For You •Can
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insurance For You • Logs
Maintained For D 0 T. Inspections • Safety Compliance Files Maintained In Compliance With D 0 T
Regulations • Forms 2290(Heavy Vehicle Road Tax
Filed) • License Plates Ordered - I C C Authority
Applied For Bill of Ladings Billed For You
Whatever your paper work needs are, we can help

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

HARD to believe that office
space on the court square
in downtown Murray is affordable & available but it
is & Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753-1266

1 2,3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR $205/mo College
Farm Rd Apartments
753-6716 after 5pm
1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

Run this 2x2 cortsistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for SlW a month (paid in advance).

1BR on North 4th, deposit
No pets $185/mo
753-8848 before 9pm

Call 753-1916 for details.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficency apartment. $200/mo Available
now. 1602 Olive, partial utilities Coleman RE.
753-9898

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898

*Satellite Systems

'Sales 'Service 'Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984

2BR. 14 bath townhouse,
new, spacious All apphances furnished including washer & dryer Call
753-1614

DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

2BR. 1 bath duplex, central
gas h/a. wid hook-up, like
new, appliances furnished,
$400/mo, Imo deposit
435-4480 or 436-5725

Murray's Only Horne Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

boar
2BR townhouse, I
bathe. all applisnass including washer & dryer,
deck. calling tans. food
Vied. new vinyl
new pont. Wee lawn care
Coleman RE. 753-9888
243R upstairs aparvnent,
water furnished Call
753-0087 after 5 30pm
38R. 2 bath, low utilises.
with garage $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm
AVAILABLE noise ltx, no
pets. $185-rno low utliees
753-3949
CLEAN CUTE LARGE 2br
brick duplex Dishwasher,
washer, dryer included
Central ha Available immediately Great neighborhood No pets. deposit.
lease $390/mo 753-8734
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas. appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753-6609
FURNISHED 2br 2 story
duplex Stove & refrigerator.1415 A Poplar St
$300,mo No pets Lease 8
deposit 753 8734
I have many nice apart
ments duplexes & homes
all over town, many near
campus Come by or call

29R WM mat arson. wo4
(troweled. 5004 S Oh.
$3750mo 7537210
28A Musa new elowniown
Murray 6325/mo, lease required 753-4109
811 COLDWATER Rd
Can be seen after April
28th 753-4857 or
753-2967

CREEKVIEW Seff-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Cal 753-2905
STORAGE balers for rent
753-7888

NICE brick duplex 3 miles
east $270/mo plus deposit
753-1513 after 4pm

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
PET owner- duplex available in country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs, large breed only
$360/mo. water & garbage
paid Call 753-8607 T/Th,
762-1151 M-F after 8pm

Thurs. & Frt.
1346 East of Dexter,
Brooks
Chapel
Road
Children's clothing,
toys. John boat, wood
stove, dishwasher,(adies clothing. odds &
ends

Garage
Sale
1524 London
(In Canterbury)
April 29
7 Iii11-5 p.m.
chair,
Microwave,
weights & bench,
table lamp, clothes,
misc. items

370

PETER Pumpkin Eaters
wife would have stayed
home if she'd had a bowie
ful carefree PVC fence
Holland Fence Co May
held Ky 345 2776

Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
1800 Sycamore St
A CFA Registered Persian
male 14mos old, proven
breeder, color shaded
silver. $225 Call 554 5748

410
PublIc
Sale
FLEA Market Every
weekend of the month 4
miles South of Murray on
Hwy 641 Hubert Coles
492 8714

HUGE
3 Party
Moving Sale
1613 Main
Friday 2-7
Sat. 8-?
Cherry cradle, sewing
machine, trunk, microwave. typewriters & table.
bedspreads.
afghans.
glassware. small appliances, many items
never used'

in front of Murray
Vocational School.
Parking available

2 Party
Yard Sale
94E to Van Cleave
3 mi to Carl Crisp
Rd Follow signs

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ??
Welder. lawnmower,
lots of glassware. bed,
women's clothes &
shoes kitchen items &
stuff for all ages

GARAGE SALE
1st Time Ever!
901 Fairlane Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-12:00

Rain or Shine
St 10 toys car seat.
women & juniors clothes.
shoes. kitchen table &
chews, 2 couches.
Swivel rocOer. 1 recliner.
stereo, houstnold items,
etc

4 Party
Yard Sale
641 S to Midway turn
right 1828. 5th house
on right

Fri. & Sat.
8 - ??
Books. crafts. men 5 wo
mens sized Clothes (bog
Small),

women's

golf

clubs, vefte - !tops

&
whee,s, waterbed, '85
Celebrity & '91 Dodge

Daytona

753-2993
.0-10

-41.•

Corner of Broad &
Goodman

Antiques,
household
goods, nit nacs, lewelry,
musical things. tools,
books. clothing, fish,ng &
camping eq...,o
Some
thing tor everyone

YARD SALE
MOVING
121 North to 783
(Airport Rd I 4th
house on left

Saturday
8 a.m.
New ,awn mower, bicycles. couch. Commodore
computer, bowling bal .
gr u. prom dress. Cr-r,si
mas decorat•Ors Ad ^Idapp.ahces Gh ,idrenti
cioth,q more stuff
•

Multi-Party
Yard/Garage
Sale
Coles Campground
Rd between 641 &
Airport Rd

Fri. Si Sat.
7-??
Glassware,

clothes.

shoes, book s ,
maga
/nes. bicycle, games,
leweiry. crochet. guts,
bedspread woodpeces.
fryers e•c per od cohrg

Carport Sale
321 Wood lawn
Friday
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday

7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Lots of twin girls clothing (0-31). toys
weight bench and
weights. women &
men's clothing, odds &

FOR sate New brick 4 pies
spartments extra nice Cal
753-3966 alter 5pm

105 Clark Street
Frl. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
This street Is located behind Norton's Lock Shop.
Clothes, shoes, books,
games, stuffed animals.
kitchen terns, waterbed,
prom dresses etc

KOPPERUD Realty has

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

buyers waling to purchase
homes aa prim ranges It
you are Ihmlwig of selling
contact one of our courts
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake lots priced from
$3.000 to $19.500 All
wooded 8 most have beau
blur views of KY Lake Con
tact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
LAKE BARKLEY. Cover
front bargain 2-78 ac
$24,900 This is your last
chance to own gorgeous
land in one of Lake Bark
ley's premier lakefront
communities Easy access
13 1- 24 County roads. water
utilities Excellent hnanc
ing Don't miss out' Call
now 1 800 858 1328
Woodland Acres
LAKE MURRAY S C
WATERFRONT BAR
GAIN' I 2 Acrest158 Fron
tage $27,900 Beautifully
wooded hornesite on one of
America s finest fishing
lake' Erloy great fishing
mild climate low taxes
East to own terms' Call
1 800-554 9564 Carolina
Country Properties

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CA!.J
753-1916

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156
YOU CAN own your own
home' No dawnpayment on
Milos materials attractive
construction financing Cail
Miles Homes today
1 800 343 2884 ext 1

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
108 N. 9th St.
Saturday
7 a.m.-??

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced $17,500
753 4873 after 6pm

Rain or Shine'

3 LOTS in East Y Subdivi
sion approximately 1 acre
58.500 Call 753 8274

Something for
everyone!

CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753 3110 after 5pm

58 ACRES prime develop
ment property southwest of
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759 9247
6 ACRES will divide into(2)
3 acre tracts 3 miles North
of Murray 753-3084
FOR sale by owner 30
acres more or less Located
74 miles East of Murray on
Hwy 94 Call 753 7228 or
753 2909
FREE BROCHURE'Lakef
ront &acreage land bargain
on beautiful Watts Bar Lake
near Knoxville, Tennessee
Nicely wooded, paved road
w' utilities Incredible
views! Fictiancing available
Buy dirt from Developer/
Owner & save thousands'
Cali I dian Shadows 7
day's./I300- 239 8323 File
50 07214 48 167

TOBACCO farm 33 acre 1
mile East of Buchanan. TN
Smiles from Paris Landing
350 dark fired base, to
bacco barn, stripping shod.
scaffold wagons, setter,
float bed plants. 2 ponds
1 901 247 5545 after 5pm
460

Homes
For Sale
1304 OLIVE Blvd Excel
lent Blvd location, 2 story
colonial with columns LR,
formal dining, library, large
kitchen with island & par.
try, large family room with
fireplace. 5br. 2 full. 2 4
baths, utility room, patio 2
car garage Price reduced'
Call for appt 753 7689

ends

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY

Garage
Sale
1406 Chaucer

VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex. appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit. 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

Friday

7 a.m.-Noon

Freedom Fest Spring City-Wide

YARD SALE

2BR. appliances, gas heat.
near university, $325/mo.
lease & deposit 492-8393

Sat., May 7 • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

2BR, new bathroom, new
carpet, 711 Payne St,
$375/mo Call 753-8767 or
753-2339

Applications available at Murray Tourism
Commission Office, Commerce Centre,
805 N. 12th St. Deadline is May 2. For
information 753-5004 or 753-5171.

ESTATE AUCTION

C & C Nursery

Cyndi & Charlie Turnhow

K its & adul clothes.
mins Suits, bedding.
changing
table, toys,
books, Little Tykes work
shop & track. Nintendo.
twhiture. IT bike dog
house. crafts. Core,*
ware, household p000s &
7%.ich much more,

2 Party
Yard Sale

A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts

2BR duplex, appliances,
wid hook-up, fenced in
back yard, water utility.
central air. $420/mo Deposit security Cal 492-8393

.

GARAGE SALE
2219 Quail Creek Dr.
(Off Johnny Robertson
in Gatesborough Sub)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-Noon

Gina baby comes up to

753-0414

2BR upstairs apartment
&250/mo plus deposit for 2
people. Water & garbage
paid for. Call 753-8355 between earn-5pm

Rain or shine'

Friday
8 to 4
Saturday
8 to 2

3 pc. Bedroom Suite (Old) • Old Stoneware • Old Shoving Set • Lots of Old Bottles
(Medicine, Whiskey,Soda,Ink)• School Desks•Grove Chill Tonic Bottle•Quart Spears
Jar • Churns • Fruit Jars •Jars ofOld Buttons•Primitives • Avon Betties •Old Pepsi
Thermometer•Old Books•Old Cameras•Jewelry•Old Rolling Pins k Butter Paddles
• Several Old Quilts • Flat Irons • Lots ofSewing Notions and Material • Blue Willow
Plates • Depression Glass (Several Noose & Patterns)• Lou of Glesiware • Granite
Pieces • Kerosene Lamps • 2 Old Oak Drawers • Round Oak Table • 4 Old Trunks •
Straight Back Chairs • Cookware • Bone Handled Forks &Knives• Orchard Sprayer•
Trot Lines•Radios • What Not•Skill Saw • Assorted Hand Tools•Oak Wall Telephone
• Butter Molds • Anqitue Mantle Clock •Johnny Stewart Game Caller • Game Caller
Records•Old Army Bayonet • Carden Tiller• Lawn Mower• Bolen. Garden Tractor &
Equipment • Several Box Lots and Many Henn not Listed.
Not Responsible For Accidents • Reheshrnents Available
Complete Settlement Day of Sale • Cash or Check With Proper I.D.
For more information and your auction needs contact:

2BR townhouse, new, spacious, all appliances including washer & dryer
753-4573

Saturday
8 - Noon

Community
Yard Sale

2BR, 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished Central
gas heat, central air.
1425/mo 1 mo deposit, lyr
lease, no pets 753-2905

Perennial beds our specialty.
We also do landscaping. mulching. trimming, seeding and
leveling yards and tractor work.

Friday
8 - ??

GARAGE SALE

Saturday, April 30th, 1994 • 10:00 a.m.
Mansfield, TN. From Paris, TN take Hwy. 77 South about 6
miles -Turn left on Hwy.114 - Go 2 miles to Auction • Watch for
Signs - Doug Taylor Auction Service has been commissioned
to sell the personal property of Lorene Webb's Estate.
PARTIAL LISTING

The iNryirly

Take 121 ihru Siena.
turn left at West Fork
Church on 299 6.10
mi on right

Murray Vocational
School of Practical
Nursing, HOSA Club
will have a

2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal, wtd hookup, central hie, $450fmo
1yr lease Day 753-7688,
nights 759-4703

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

YARD SALE

Livestock
& Supples

NEW apartments for rent AKC registered Retriever
Townhouse style. 1'4 bath, pups $125 Yorkies, $250
2br. kitchen appliances. Champion Pedigrees &
ice-maker & built in micro- health guaranteed Call
wave, w d hook up Call 328 8092
753 3966 after 5pm or
AKC Yorlue male puppies
753 79115 days
for sale Call 474 2131
NEW duplex 2br. 2 bath evenings
garage and utility room Pri
BEAUTIFUL white Cocka
vacy deck with all ap
pliances furnished & wid tie' bird, cage included.
hook-up $475'mo with de $100 Call 489 2237
posit arid 1 year lease No
CFA Registered Persian
pets Located at 1813
kittens 8wIts old shaded
Ridgewood 753-5524
silver. $200 Call 554 5748
days 753 6854 nights
HAVE an obedient safe
NEWLY constructed 2br
dog for show or home
near MSU $400'mo Call
Classes or private lessons
753 0472
Serving Murray for over
NEW large duplex 2 full 12yrs 436 2858
baths gas heat in private HOUND
pups -bred for
area. lease & deposit.
squirrels shots & wormed
$500mo No pets' Days
$35/ea 753 8965 after
753 1155
nights 4 30pm
753 1623
NICE 2br duplex. stove.
refrigerator, dishwasher included W'D hook up, central
$375imo plus de
posit No pets Days
7 5 3 1953
nights
753 0870

Garage Sale

BRAKES for rent, Pro Two,
for vinyl siding 436-2701

753 8767 or 753 2339
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

4 Family

50X50 WAREHOUSE
budding for rent on Indust
nal Road Cal 753-5976

Bradley Book Company

NICE duplex 2br, central
ha, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

For more Information please call 502-753-3084.

Business on
a Budget?

Medi

I

11105 SUCCANEER 143(72
21x. IA bath, central
seam heat & as. double
flooring
maroon carport. °kat:midst° Located
at H-7 Coach Esters Rs
dkCilldI 750-4453

250

CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gatbriburg s Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
service is rendered through
music, flowers photo
graphs, videos arid recep
bons 1 800 922 4573

'Item Pr We

MYRTLE Beech RESORT Realty, 302 S 12th
VACATION RENTALS 753-3263
Siudros. 1 arid 2 bedroom ATTENTION.

A PERFECT WEDDING in
Vie original Smoky Moun- Cal 1 800-480-Sell
tain Wedding Chapels
Complete arrangements- SMOKY MTN MEMO
very reasonable Photos, RIES Beautiful chapel in
music, flowers, videos, Gatlinburg-Weddings
limo. cabins. receptions In simple to elegant
Dollywood Country' Photographs Flowers Vid
eos, Lodging, Limo t-800-2625683
Ordained Minister No
blood tests No waiting
1 800/242 7115

Thelma's
Outdoor Flea
Market
SOP S. 12M St
Friday-Sunday
Have Your Yard Sol*
At Our Location.
$c per some/

I

513
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TOLOR 1I %DI 4if (110.4% ARE 81171,R

Great ladies & mens
clothing, shoes, new
weight
bench
&
weight set, h
hold items,
crowave & much more.
Rain or shine!

two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
11280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perlect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing° - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

Estate Auction
Sat., April 30, 1994 at 10 a.m.at the home of the late Mr.
Paul Jackson. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121 South
approx. 3 miles. Watch for auction sign on Hwy. 12L
Small glass door pie safe - old Edison Victrola - straight chairs - old
oak chifTerobe - old bedroom suite with sleigh foot board - old bed &
vanity - oak dresser base - odd chest - magazine rack - portable color
t.v. - also nice cabinet model color t.v. - frost free ref. - washer & dryer'
chest freezer - microwave oven - small kitchen appliances-old glass &
china - flatware - maple table & chairs - coffee & end tables - couch SE
chair - recliner -table lamps- vanity lamps- milkglass vanity lamps.
electric fan - quilt tops - bedspreads • radio & clock radio - old pictures
& frames - small lamp tables- kerosene lamps- cast iron pieces.stone
pieces - old mirrors - exercise bicycle - 10 or 12 old pocket knives - B.B.
gun - nice clean material - metal shelves - Sears battery charger -ext.
ladder - line trimmer - dinner bell -floor jack - air compressor- side
grinder - shop vise - chain saw - extension cords - power tools carpenter tools - hand & garden tools - tree pruners - 11 h.p. Gilson
lawn mower - 8 h.p. Gilson garden tiller- 8 h.p. lawn chief riding
mower - gas line trimmer new electric leaf blower- hyd.jack & jack
stands- picnic table - 2 storage buildings to be sold and moved - lawn
chairs - small 2 wheel trailer- poppy shop basketball game - like new
Raleigh girls Mongoose bicycle • like new boys 12 speed mountain
bike by Raleigh. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more information and your
auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
'ferry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Service Illeemn't (

It limn"

•

• .-71)

68

*
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2 3br 1 Oath central gas
h a carport 753 0859
clays 753 5214 evenings
2BR tares Irving room
kacnen dining room utility
room office or play room
floored AMC central gas
heat new sower Vie tastefully decorated qui•t
neighborhood $48 500
Call Terry Paschall Real
Estate 435 4011 or Lincly
at 753 3415 of 753 4282
48R 2 a baths plenty of
aosets gas central ha
carpet large rooms with
ceiling fans located on
large corner lot with plenty
of trees in Kirsiu3y Area tyr
old Call for appointment
489 2520

•

BEAUTIFUL 30. 2 bath
brick home in the city on 1 4
acres Excellent condition
•vith many extras 1511
Martin Chapel Rd
753 7957

191100 FORD Probe Esc*
tont condition 33 XXX
miles $5 800 Call
753 5472 after Spin

Window Tineng
Sai Tao Res
Boas vats woe 'ISMS

1990 HONDA CRX HF
45 XXX miles red extra
dean 45 mpg $7 195
753 0811

Chambers Tinting
759-9181

1987 CUTLASS Calais OT,
see to appreciate $2600
lam, Cali 753 1331 be
hveen Barn 8pm
1987 OLDS Toronado
good consition Clean well
maintained Al power very
sporty perfect graduation
present, $3 950 Daytime
753 0183 evenings &
weekends 901 247 5524
1988 RED Corvette con
verbble low miles excel
Call
lent condition
492 8759 or 492 8587
1989 MUSTANG LX 302
V 8 loaded 80 XXX miles
excellent condition Must
sell' 753 7275

bath
BY OWNER 3br 1
brick ranch Eat in kitchen
formal cloning room Irving 1990 CHEVY Corsica LT
room, tamely room with a burgandy 4dr tike new
bay window Central gas only 15 XXX miles $7450
heat 8 air wall to wall car Call 753 7668 days or see
pet ceiling fans Jacuzzi at 405 S 4th St
14x14a storage bldg Lot
75x I 50 achadent lot avail- 1992 TAURUS GL V-6,
able Walk to banks rS shop- auto loaded Black with
ping Priced to set mid grey interior, new tire new
570's Call for appt
brakes runs and drives ex
753-4359
cellent $7 950 Phone
BY owner 2400sq tt South- Frankfort 502 875 1844 or
east of Murray 1850sq ft of 502 875-4050 (dealer)
country Irving space 2 story
barn style on 3 acres 2 car
garage concrete driveway.
2 private decks 3 or 4brs. 3
full baths, laundry room,
central h a Call 492 8208

•

Swipes
Oilseed

Wed
Gme

•

BY owner 3300. sq h in
Canterbury Lot and a half
with lots of trees 8 beautiful
fenced in ground swimming
pool House has 4 or 5br
dr huge kitchen 8 breakfast room FR w built in
bookcases 8 wood burning
fireplace 3 baths 8 many
plus size closets

1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm
WHITE 1984 Monte Carlo
SS extra dean with low
miles 753 6786 after 5pm
SOO
Used
Trucial
1978 JEEP CJ7 Call
753-0492 or 759-1972
1979 GMC 350 manual
transmission $700 obo
436 2997 or 753 1657
1981 FORD pickup,
$2 200 obo 492-8405
1985 EL Camino SS tilt
cruise Michelin tires ex
cellent condition Call
492-8443 after 5pm
1987 CHEVY S-10 4sp,
grey new tires custom
wheels $3 500 obo Call
753 2418 after 6pm
1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Blazer 4X4 pa, p/b. a/c.
V 6 stereo 4 speed grey
on grey Looks 8 runs new
54 875 502 875-4050
(dealer)

GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabriolet convertible triple
white. 79,XXX miles ac
pa, pit), new top. asking
58 000 502 365 7849

1988 CHEVROLET 1500
auto, pa, pit) 4 3 V-6, tan
with beige interior Radial
tires, clean truck 54,900
502 875-4050 (dealer)

RED 1985 Nissan Sentra
stationwagon 4dr air, am
fm excellent condition
Must Sell Call 759 9138

1988 FORD XLT supercab
Most options including
trailer towing Excellent
condition 436 5365

SHARP 1982 Z 28 perfect
body, 75K with fresh 403
automatic $2,700 obo
474 8054

RED 1993 Toyota 4X4.
excellent condition
512 900 759 9305

Orjuayes
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

4 .1\

.1""b•-- _,

WOOD WORICS

'584

flcS

We want to help you with
any of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard & Visa

470
Motorcyciss

1993 SUZUKI GSXR 750,
$6,300
900 miles
753 8490
1993 YAMAHA moped
Perfect warranty $750
436 2550 leave message
87 RM 125 bought new in
1988 Never been raced
New top end chain
sprocket 8 back tire
$1 000 obo Call 492 8156
Y280 NEWLY rebuilt good
shape $600 1974 Dodge
good work truck $500 firm
492 8749

16- MONARCH with 89
3ahp Johnson Loaded with
extras nice 753-1050

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating 4 Cooling Service ‘S Installation
Electrical Service 4 Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

1967 MUSTANG oonverb
be black pa auto new
paint new upholstery
$8000 7538869
1977 FORD LTD 2dr low
mileage excellent interior
one owner 753 6931 after
noon or evening

PAIMP
gibbaN/Oaff•
•rt.. a out ow: wwoout:rs

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging

1978
LTD
FORD
Brougham white red interior extra clean car $850
436 2427
1982 4DR Park Avenue
loaded excellent medians
cal condition $1 650
753 5676
1983 CAMARO white V8,
auto t tops $2200 obo
Call 753 6554
1984 CELICA GT red am/
fm. a/c 90.XXX miles very
good condition. $2 900
obo Call 753 8788 after
5pm
1985 FORD Escort, Sap
runs good needs paint
$600 brmi 753 7733 days
1987 FORD Taurus black
with grey plush interior
needs minor engine repair,
with lots of extra parts Calf
492 8806 if no answer
please leave message

FAEZ
ESTOKOS7E8
Experienced - Dependable

BILLS Window Closeting.
Back to help with your
cleaning
Spring
Residential Commercial
753 5934

MULCH demisted Murray
436 5560

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and sec Excellent protection regn quality excellent
value Roy Hill 7594664
CARROLL S custom gar
den tilling bushhogging
box grader blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502 492 8622
CHIM Chlm Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation arid serCall Gary at
vice
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhce work septic sys
teals 354 8161 after 4pm

1990 18FT Astro boat
trailer with 115 Mercury
motor 8 trolling motor Like
new 753-5910

D 8 D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296

CUT 8 Trim Lawn Service
Free estimates 436-5722

DECK Masters Reason
able rates for quality work
MINNKOTA bow mount For your free estimates call
trolling motor. Model 599, Rick 753-6566 or Mic.
8-speed. 41Iftrust foot con- 753-7864
trolled, with 2 marine batteries Used very hale, $350 DRYWALL finishing re
Daytime 753-0183. even- pairs additions and blowongs & weekends ing ceilings 753 4761
USED boats motors trail
ens 8 salvage parts for sale
Boat E. motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 121 S
502 436 5464

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
dean up. odd lobs tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436 5744
1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming hauling Mark
436 2528
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal dean
mg out sheds attics 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al Al Al Joe s mowing
mulching raking tree re
moval Free estimates
436-2867
Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 759 9816 753 0495
ADDITIONS garages new
homes sun rooms wood 8
metal studs Tripp Williams
builder 753-0563
ALL around yard work.
Mowing hauling odd fobs
trimming 437-4703
ALPHA Builders Carper)
try, remodeling porches
roofing. concrete driveways, painting maintenance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas,rotors and amplifiers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901 642 4077

490

Used
Can

brakes
MUFFLERS
shock's service RAG E.
haust 514 South 12th
Street 75313868

1987 CHAPARRAI 2011 ski
boat, 2304ip double axel
trailer, mint condition
$10,900 Call 753 4663
days 492 8479 nights

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

SS

BAG Maintenance lawn
latrit Nang I WindacaPla9 Free sisainmes
Ask tor EMI 759-4490

cafe

COE S General Repair
FOR sale 1982 27h self Electrical carpentry and
contained Allo-Aly camper drywall 492-8403
Good conabon. new awn
wig in 1991. $66,500 obo COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Cafl 502-753-8284
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

and

SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen. breakfast
room, seperate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905

1993 CBR 600 F2 54 700
Cat 753-1766

23FT motorho

All Types Of:

. Drop By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury • Murray (Wad Runny Wind)
........\\\2....qac
753-5940

1991 SUZUKI RM250.
Werks graphics, Kevlar
seat ridden very little
never raced $2,500
492 8298

1989 WINNEBAGO 24ft
mini motor home 14 XXX
miles $15.000 1991 2011
pontoon boat 40hp. Eonrude fish finder & trolling
motor $6 000 Call
436 2593

Custom Woodworking

'

NEAR completion 3br, 2
bath in Fairview Acres Pr
iced in$60 s 759-9381 or
759-4680

YOU must see the view of
this 3br 2 bath home on 4
acres Beautiful country
setting 10 miles from Mur
ray but located in Tennes
see Call Moody Realty Co
414 Tyson Ave Paris
1 800 642 5093

1984 JAMBOREE 2611 mini
motortiorne 36a(XX rivals
Extra dean with all conveniences' Must seel
489 2726 after 5 33pm

1301 247-5524

753-2410
LARGE home nice location North of Murray 3 large
bedrooms 2 full baths central gas heat/air Many
more amenities Professional Real Estate
759 1591 days 753-7955
nights

1991 BLAZER 43(4
46 Mt is.garage kept
• ledy &wen Eacelient
mint condon $14.000
Days 492-759 492-8587
after Spin

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mar
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435 4699
435-4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436 2060
GARDENS TILLED FOR
SPRING PLANTING! Spe
cializing in hard to get to
areas Small or large gar
dens done Schedule early
for prompt service Call
Rick day 759-9557 for a
free estimate
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows vinyl flooring
436-2052
HANDY man services of
fered carpentry electn
cian yard work painting
etc 759-1449
HEATING Ron Hall Heating,Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete install
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens breaking dis
king tilling Lawns seeding
8 fertilizing new or existing
Blade work 8 bush Reasonable
hogging
rates 753 3413
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors. free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
LIGHT hauling tree trim
ming and removal Call
753-2320,leave message
MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

PAINTING interior •xter
Or House 8 mobile home
taws Tuckporning brick
work Free estimates Call
436-5009 436 50.32
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at rea
sortable rates Free esti
mates 25yrs experience
Repairs on cad roof or new
construction Call Rick
753 6566 or Mic
753-7864
RILEY remodeling and
construction 489-2907
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
Painting plumbing con
dele Free estimates Call
474-2307

firlweefic

AulhoriZed
BRIGGS A STRATTON
aid KOHLER
Sevier Center

Across from Southern States

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. APRIL 29, 1994

the sour personallied sLri Is .1k...ine Di si iii Iiiiiossope. based on sour omn
date of birth. call 1 -91111-(00;-"Stit. Your phone company will hill sou 99
cents a minute. I
SEAMLESS gutters inthe same excellent work. Getting the
HAPPV BIRTHDAN! IN I HE
stalled residential or corn
green light for a special project
:
R
YO1
OF
YEAR
NEXT
rnercial Sersall Gutter Co
makes you happy. Strike while the
Career ad•ancentent could necessi753-6433
ITOH Is hot!
tate a move to another cit) or state
SEWING machine repair
Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
If possible. implement arts domestic
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674
rather routine da) lies ahead. Try.
changes in midsumaier. Pleasure
SHEETROCK finishing, and busineww ill combine beautit ulINTI to let your boredom show: exectextured ceilings Larry
uns es ma) he watching. Lunch with
in early fall: romance is likely.
Chnsman 492 8742
a new acquaintance or shop for
Family needs must take precedence
household items. Your home is a
SUREWAY Tree & Stump over business concerns as the v, inter
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APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
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HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759-1515

out section running each Mon.'''. day in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at 510. , for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For the best rates & friendly service...

Call 489-2590

are Murray Area Girl Scout leaders, front row, le to
right: Lynn Griffins, Karen Olson, Conny Ottway, Marty Paterson, Cathy
Bogard and Jams Galloway. Middle row: Cindl Cripps, Linda Morris,
Debbie Jones, Sue Rotterman, Lorllyn Howie-Kippbut, Teresa George,
Debbie Seay and Sharon Robertson. Back row: Jamie Southard, Lisa
Crutcher, Debi Jones, Debra Cline and Kris Dick.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Apnl 28th. the 118th
day of 1994 There arc
247 days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 28th, 1789, there was a mutiny on
the "Bounty" as the
crew of the Bnush ship set Capt. William Bligh
and 18 sailors adrift
in a launch in the South Pacific
On this date:
In 1758, the fifth president of the United States
, James Monroe, was
born in Wesunorelantj County, Va.
In 1788, Maryland became the seventh
state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1940. Glenn Miller and his Orchestra
recorded "Pennsylvania
6-5000" for RCA Victor.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini
and his mistress were
executed by Italian partisans.
In 1969, French President Charles de Gaull
e resigned his office.
In 1980, President Caner accepted the
resignation of Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance, who had opposed the failed
rescue mission aimed
at freeing American hostages in Iran.
In 1990, the musical "A Chorus Line"
closed on Broadway after
6,137 performances.
Ten years ago: President Reagan. on a state
visit to China, gave an
interview to Chinese television, which again
censored his criticism of
the Soviet Union as well as his praise for
freedom of thought and
speech.
Five years ago: President Bush announced
the United States and
Japan had concluded a deal on joint developmen
t of a new Japanese
jet fighter, the FSX, despite concerns that
U.S. technology secrets
would be given away.
One year ago: The first "Take Our Daugh
ters to Work Day,"
promoted by the New York -based Ms. Found
ation, was held in an
attempt to boost the self-esteem of girls by
having them visit a
parent's place of work.
Today's Birthdays: Syndicated columnist
Rowland Evans is 73.
Former Secretary of State James A. Baker III
is 64. The president of
Iraq, Saddam Hussein, is 57. Actress-sin
ger Ann-Margret is 53.
Actress Marcia Strassman is 46. "Tonight
Show" host Jay Lcno is
44.
Thought for Today: "If youth only had
a chance or old age any
brains." — Stephen Leacock, Canad
ian humorist-educator
(1869-1944).
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LOOKING BACK

Tea years ago
Dr. Kala M. Stroup was officially inaugurated as the seventh
president of Murray State University in ceremonies today at 11
a.m. Board of Regents Chairman
Richard Frymire placed the
medallion on her shoulder. An
inaugural ball will be 9 p.m.
tonight at Curris Center. MSU.
Murray-Calloway County Airport received a grant of $193,500
from U.S. Department of Transportation for construction of a
taxi way, according to Congressman Carroll Hubbard and Senator
Walter Huddleston.
Marlene Slaughter, Brenda
Rowland. Julie Lovins, Euple
Ward and Kathy Hodge of Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club attended the
Southwest Region DPW Spring
Conference at Mayfield. Dr.
Lov ins presented a workshop at

the meeting.
Twenty years ago
About 1,000 persons were preseat for the opening of "The
Stubblefield Story" presented
April 26 at Loveu Atichtonum.
Murray State University.
Dr. Kenneth Winters, John
Thompson. Tom Shirley. Bobby
McDowell, David Lanier and
Jack Rose are new officers of
Murray Lions Club.
Meddle Talent. Lucille Thurman, Frances Shea, Helen Basil
and Frances Whitnell are new
officers of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paul Teasley, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Sanders, April 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon White
were married for 50 years on
April 26.
Thirty years ago

DEAR AB BY: Please •keep
reminding parent s. grandparents
anti caregiyers to learn the Heim lull maneuver variations for Use'
with infants and voting children
The other mooting, my ISmonth -old daughter NA as happil%.
playing on the living room carpet
when she began choking and gagging' I looked in her mouth and saw
nothing. but it.w as obvious that she
was choking 11111 something. so I
applied the Ileimlich 1113114.11‘a'r.
and out pipped a refrigerator di sir
magoee It V.:IS ahOUI the diameter
of a nickel and four times as thick
It is horrible to imagine what
could have happened if I hadn't
know it vt hat to do Abby. please

urge everyone Wile, is around children
even occasionally — to
learn the 11einilich maneuver variations for infants and children. as
well as the standard adult mant•uver
JEANNE SALT.()13E4

I Inds Ka) Henry. daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Merideth William
Henry senior' at Calloway Count) High School, and Edward A.
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Peyton Thomas, senior at
Murray College High School,
have been awarded $200 scholarships to attend Murray State College by Murray Lions Club.
Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft, Mrs. Charlie Crawford, Mrs. Humphrey
Key, and Mrs. Bumeu Warierfield are new officers of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Reed, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cooper, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David Payne, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Baker.
Forty years ago
Capt. Albert B. Smith, Pvt.

DEAR JEANNE:Thanks for-a
valuable suggestion. For those
who are not familiar with the
Heimlich maneuver, call your
American Red Cross and ask
when the next demonstration is
scheduled. Or perhaps you can
schedule a class, through your
local Red Cross or fire department, for your next pTA or
women's club meeting, employ-

et. safety education program, or
for a group of parents from
your neighborhood.(Fees/donations for classes vary by location.)
•••

DEAR ABBY: Rect•ntly I was
invited to a dinner party by dear
friends Their family dog, a large
4:II-man shepherd, was the center of
attention. She swung her tail over
the drinks on the coffee table,
knocking over the hors d'oeuvres
plate, then she sniffed the dip.
Out- host asked if we wanted the
dog sent to other quarters. 1, along
with the other guests, remained
ii, lit

BLONDIE
DO VDU i4AVE ADU CAN
srEw nxitkY? i4AVE
oa LA/A/14

YOU MEAN INS 5YOU
GOT A 040ICE?
SET
,
---......1
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Phillip Howard Murdock and
Cpl. John D. Johnson arc all stauoned at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Daphene Herndon, Ruth Bagwell, Barbara Tucker, Geraldine
Wilson, Maudic Carr, Betty
Cope, Myrtle Mathis and Martha
Sheppard are new officers of
Almo High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America.
Mrs. Glen Kelso and Mrs. Ed
Alton presented a lesson on
"Selection and Care of Materials"
at a meeting of East Hazel Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Charles James.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Satterwhite, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Leamon Futrell, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Gilbert, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Chaney,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
Mar_dis

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

Dec.
w hit
tomBe
antic
rifler
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

1

The host proceeded to stir the
drinks with his finger. after having
petted the dog, which was constantly scratching herself. The other
guests did not appear to he as
repulsed as I was.
Abby. should I have spoken up
and risked offending the hostess"
Or just not accept the invitation
next time I'm asked'? For obvious
reasons, please don't use my name.
GROSSED OUT
DEAR GROSSED OUT: You
— along with the other guests —
remained silent when asked if
the dog should be sent to other
quarters. You should have spoken up while you had the
chance. But rather than refusing further invitations and leaving them to wonder why, you
should be open and honest with
them.
P.S. Next time you visit these
friends, a box of swizzle sticks
might be an appropriate gift.
a ••

. 19):
a big
come
proulmi-

DEAR ABBY: The letters you
have had in your column lately
about parents advising their very
young children not to speak to
strangers reminded me of my
grandson, who is now finishing high
school.
When we would go to the corner
market, while I shopped, he would
look at the comic books.
One day an elderly couple
stopped to talk to him. On my was.
out, the elderly man said, -Bright
child, When we tried to strike up a
conversation with him, he said.
'Don't you know you're not supposed
to talk to strangers'?"
.GRANDMA,LAKELAND,FLA.
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r-DR. GOTT
By Peter B. Gott, M.D.
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I'VE GOT AN APARTMENT;
MIKE'- OVER PAy DnLy.s
GARAGE. HE'S CANNA
RENT IT TO ME FORS300
fl MONTH, AW I'LL. BE
WORKING FOR HIM I.

DEAR DR (;OTT. I'm a 57 year old
female trapped in an HI) year old body
because I can't find a doctor to help I
have constant pain or stones and ran
feel them moving around in my holly. I
have no insurance, am disabled, and
can't work I really don't want to die
but cannot stand much more pain
DEAR READER Without further
information about your general slate
of health. I can't guess at the cause ot
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
your symptoms However, I am sure
39 Father of Jr
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you can obtain the help you seek by
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org
5 Stories
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s' Can they be transmitted by
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20 Dog sound
6 Addition to
being around someone who has them'
11 South22 Seize forcibly
DEAR READER Scabies is caused
23 or
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
to II
punishment
by the itch mite, a tioy parasite that
25 — King Cole
burrows into the skin and lays its
12
13
14
27 Map within *
eggs, leading to maddeningly itchy.
map
15
16
fine, wavy red lines The mites are
17
18
28 River boat
111 30
spread directly by person to person
Silent
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contact, thus, entire households are
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32 Ocean
11
often affected
36 Prohibit
22 23
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38 Unclothed
26
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The parasite cannot exist off (he
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human body Ion bed linen and
29
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clothes). so treatment with perme
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thrin lotion is almost always curative.
43 Uncle(SP.)
34
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36
37
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without the need to clean or fumigate
45 Blew
articles of clothing
47 Not (pref.)
40
42
43
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49 Actress
DEAR DR. 6011'. I've experienced
Sophia —
46
muscle tightness and spasms of my
47
50
52
Pleads
48149
neck and back for over 10 years I've
54 Spicy
51
used chiropractic massage, exercises
52
53
54
Sia's
sibling
55
•
and acupuncture with temporary
56 Author —
55 56
57
58
relief. A neurologist has me on norFleming
59 60
57 Plunge
triptyline 25 mg to be taken at bed61
62
59 Abstract
63
64
time. Do you have any information on
being
the treatment of neck and back pain
Insecti
60
cide
65
66
with anti-depressants"
63 Norse god
idUI
DEAR READER: For unknown reasons, anti-depressants, such as nortriptyline. often help patients with
chronic pain. Stick with your neurologist's suggestion and see if your muscle spasms improve. If not, the doctor
may choose to give you specific muscle -relaxing medication iFlexeril,
Robaxin and others).
-Oh, and a word of warning about Mueller over
there.... He's got a good head on his shoulders,
but it's best not to mention It.
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The Sidewalk
Sale
You Cannot
Afford To Miss!

JOIN ALL THE MERCHANTS IN
MURRAY'S UNIVERSITY PLAZA
FOR THEIR ANNUAL SPRING

SIDEWALK
SALE

190REWIDE 1111

111

S•A•L•E
20%-50%

Up To
0/0

3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT. & SUN.
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Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00 *Monday Friday 9:00-6:00
*Saturday 9:00-5:00

'The Leading Store For Today's
Men and Young Men's Fashions"

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SALE
9-6
Fri. & Sat.

Friday, April 29
Saturday, April 30
Sunday, May 1

Outside

Inside

Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Garage Sale

20% OFF

•Closeouts 'Discontinued Items •Odd Sizes

Everything Throughout
The Store!

All Items Way
Below Cost!

DENNISON HUNT
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1203
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Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844
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